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Abstract

Facial expression and emotion-related research has been a longstanding activity in
psychology while computerized/automatic facial expression recognition of emotion is
a relative recent and still emerging but active research area. Although many automatic
computer systems have been proposed to address facial expression recognition
problems, the majority of them fail to cope with the requirements of many practical
application scenarios arising from either environmental factors or unexpected
behavioural bias introduced by the users, such as illumination conditions and large
head pose variation to the camera. In this thesis, two of the most influential and
common issues raised in practical application scenarios when applying automatic
facial expression recognition system are comprehensively explored and investigated.
Through a series of experiments carried out under a proposed texture-based system
framework for multi-view facial expression recognition, several novel texture feature
representations are introduced for implementing multi-view facial expression
recognition systems in practical environments, for which the state-of-the-art
performance is achieved. In addition, a variety of novel categorization schemes for the
configurations of an automatic multi-view facial expression recognition system is
presented to address the impractical discrete categorization of facial expression of
emotions in real-world scenarios. A significant improvement is observed when using
the proposed categorizations in the proposed system framework using a novel
implementation of the block based local ternary pattern approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter describes in detail the general research background of this thesis and
presents the key theories and developments in researches into facial expression and
emotion which it addresses, which have a profound implication and significant
influence on the development of automatic facial expressions recognition technology.
Also, this chapter reviews the state-of-the-art in automatic recognition systems of
facial expressions in the literature (although further, and more detailed topic reviews
will also be included in relevant chapters) and further explains the applications of
such a technology in practice along with its limitations. Finally, this chapter
summarize the objectives, key contributions, and organization of this thesis.

Section 1.1 briefly introduces the background of this research. Section 1.2 provides
an overall background of the development of research studies in facial expression and
emotion and key theories and techniques which influence the development of
automatic facial expression recognition technology. Section 1.3 describes the general
structure and key components of an automatic facial expression recognition system.
Also, a review of the state-of-the-art in facial expression recognition systems is
included in this section. Section 1.4 describes the current and potential applications
of automatic facial expression recognition technology. Section 1.5 summarizes a
range of desirable features of an ideal facial expression recognition system and the
corresponding limitations that are addressed by these features. Section 1.6 explains
the objectives and key contributions of this thesis. Section 1.7 presents the
organization of this thesis.
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1.1 Introduction
Since the initial important studies of facial expression by Bell [1], Duchenne [2], and
Darwin [3], facial expression-related research has continued for over a century. In the
1960s, Izard [4] and Tomkins [5] postulated the discrete theory of emotions. In 1978,
Ekman and Friesen introduced the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [6], and the
emotional facial action coding system (EMFACS) [7] in 1983 which attempted to
describe facial expression by analysing various facial actions, such as eyebrow raising,
and mouth opening. In 1980, Russell [8] postulated a circumplex model of emotion,
which argued that discrete states occur in emotions and systematically described two
prominent dimensions in the affective space. In 1993, Ekman [9], [10], introduced six
prototypical facial expression families, which are considered universal across all
cultures and ethnic groups. With enormous effort, and contributions from emotional
theorists and experimental psychologists, the science underlying the facial expressions
and emotions of humans is understood better than it ever has been, although a
consensus has not yet been reached on the fundamental theories of facial expression
and emotion.

More recently, research on automatic recognition of facial expression has become a
very active research area within the computer vision and pattern recognition
community, largely because of its wide range of potentially important applications in
many areas, including affective human computer interaction, artificial intelligence and
the robotics industry, patient care monitoring, diagnosing psychiatric diseases, and so
on. However, some practical issues still greatly affect the application of facial
expression recognition technology in practical scenarios, including illumination
variations, head pose variations, accessory inclusions, discrete categorization of facial
expression, facial region occlusions, and so on

[11]. Without considering and

resolving these issues, applications of automatic recognition of facial expression
technology in a practical environment are often impractical. In the study reported in
this thesis, a cohesive and comprehensive exploration of automatic facial expression
recognition is presented to resolve some of the aforementioned issues arising in
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practical application scenarios. Besides, several approaches are presented to resolve
the encountered impediments, reduce the general difficulty of application of such
technology in practice, and introduce some novel, continuous, and generic
categorizations of facial expressions for practical applications.

The rest of this chapter will thoroughly review facial expression recognition
technology, the primary challenges, and issues faced in the recent development of
facial expression recognition systems. Then, the main objectives and key contributions
of this study are discussed in detail, followed by a brief description of the organization
and content of this thesis.

1.2 A consideration of some applications
Practically, automatic facial expression recognition technology has a range of
potential or immediately useful practical applications in various areas, some of which
can be listed as follows:



Replacing manual reading and coding of facial actions: one of the immediate
applications of automatic facial expression recognition technology is to replace
the manual reading and coding of facial expressions using the FACS in a range of
psychological studies, which will significantly reduce the time required for
analyzing facial actions and thus benefit the research community undertaking
studies in psychology.



Diagnosing psychiatric diseases:

automatic facial expression recognition

technology can also be used to diagnose certain psychiatric conditions which are
related with emotional experience, and monitor psychological states in
psychiatric patients [16]. For example, Wang [104] presents a framework for
analyzing neuropsychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia and Asperger’s
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syndrome.


Engineering socially affective robots: recent advances in artificial intelligence
have made the robotic industry an intensively prosperous and rapidly developing
research area. Some interactive robots have been launched to communicate with
humans in helping to accomplish a range of tasks [105]. It is rational to enable
these robots to read the emotional state of a user, since it has been found that
facial expression is not only the most important information been conveyed
during a human-to-human conversation, but facial expressions can also even alter
the information which is exchanged in words [106]. Without reading a facial
expression, a robot is evidently being excluded from the most important
information being conveyed from the human face, and therefore fails to establish
the fundamental emotional context of a conversation or interaction.



Designing affective human computer interaction: automatic facial expression
recognition technology can also be deployed to improve the design of a human
computer interaction and adjust the system interface for affective personalization
in order to seek and implement a better user experience [107], [108].



Improving face recognition systems: an automatic facial expression recognition
system can also be used to analyze the facial expression that is projected by a
user of a face recognition system, in order to compensate for the errors often
introduced by the occurrence of unexpected facial expressions.



Other applications: an automatic facial expression recognition system can also be
seen to have a range of commercial applications. It can be adopted in order to
monitor the drivers of vehicles to generate an alarm signal to alert to potential
risks, such as drowsiness and eye closure. Additionally, a facial expression
recognition system can be utilized to monitor patients who need close care, and
signify potential incidents that need to be dealt with or which require a carer to
be summoned urgently. Furthermore, a facial expression recognition system may
also have applications in marketing research for commercial advertisements [85],
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and so on.

1.3 Facial expression of emotion and the FACS
There has been a longstanding debate on the perception of facial expressions to convey
emotion [12]. With over a century’s exploration and study, psychologists have not yet
reached a consensus on how facial expression is perceived and what an emotion
actually is, and even the terms used in describing emotion are often confused to a large
degree [13]. However, research relating to the analysis of facial expression has made
significant advances following the introduction of objective measurement tools for
facial movements [6], [14], [15]. Among those facial measurement systems, the Facial
Action Coding System [6] proposed by Ekman et al. is one of the most influential
events in research relating to the automatic recognition of facial expression.

Based on the anatomy of the face, as shown in Figure 1.1, the Facial Action Coding
System [6] suggests a set of 44 basic single facial action units and various types of
movements of eye and head, and designates each action unit with a specific numeric
code for encoding the facial motions read on an expressive face. Additionally, this
research also introduced emotion dictionaries (FACS/EMFACS dictionary and FACS
Affect Interpretation Database), which is based on their research findings about the
categories of facial expressions, to use with the FACS to interpret facial expressions
categorically [16]. With the support of FACS, over 7,000 combinations of facial
actions have been observed by researchers [17]. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 provide a list of 46
action units (i.e. consisting of the 44 basic facial actions units and 2 further action units
for the eyes) and their numeric codes, and Table 1.3 presents some images of single
and combinations of facial action units.
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of facial muscles from Gray’s Anatomy (taken from [18]).
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Table 1.1: Action units in the Facial Action Coding System (taken from [16]).
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Table 1.2: : Grossly defined action units in FACS (Taken from [16]).

Table 1.3: Images of facial action units (taken from [19]).
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In contrast to the FACS which serves as a measurement tool for encoding facial
expressions, another notion has also been widely acknowledged and has significantly
influenced the research of automatic facial expression recognition. That is the notion
that facial expressions can be recognized categorically, and that there are six
prototypic families of facial expressions, consisting of anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise [9], [20]. Influenced by this finding, a large proportion of
researchers consider the problem of automatic recognition of facial expressions as
distinguishing facial expressions among these six prototypic facial expression
groupings, although the categorical perception of emotion theory contradicts other
postulated theories of emotion [8], [21], which suggest that emotion space is
continuous, with some prominent dimensions. In our study, the problem of automatic
facial expression recognition is approached from both perspectives. Both categorical
and dimensional recognition of facial expression and emotion are explored in this
thesis.

1.4 Automatic facial expression recognitions
Following Suwa et al.’s [22] early attempt to recognize facial expressions by analysing
regions of interest in an image sequence, the research relating to automatic facial
expression recognition has made enormous advances in the past decades. Influenced
by two important theories in facial expression, as described in Section 1.2, generally
computer-based systems addressing the automatic recognition of facial expressions
fall into one of two categories. One category describes systems which attempt to
recognize facial expressions as belonging to one of the specified prototypic facial
expressions [23], [24], [25]. The other categories applies the component analysis of
facial expressions of emotion using the FACS [16], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], which
first attempts to recognize facial action units, and then relies on the interpretation
dictionary (which is explained in Section 1.2) associated with the FACS to classify
facial expressions into either emotional or non-emotional categories. Although these
two approaches differ significantly in addressing the problem, the fundamental
methodology is based on the same assertion that facial expressions of emotion are
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visually distinguishable and different emotional states are associated with different
facial expressions.

1.4.1 General structure of an automatic facial expression
recognition system
In general, an automatic facial expression recognition system consists of three
important stages one after another: the data acquisition stage, the feature extraction
stage, and the classification stage. Figure 1.2 illustrates the general structure of an
automatic facial expression recognition system. At each of the stages of the system, a
specific range of tasks is executed, involving different functional modules.

 Data acquisition stage: the first stage prepares the acquired data for feature
extraction. For a static system (i.e. one which recognizes facial expression
from a single frame of the image sequence), a face detection algorithm is
applied to locate the face region in the image. However, for a dynamic system
(i.e. one which analyzes the temporal dynamics of a facial expression to
recognize the specific facial expression), the face is initially located using a
face detection algorithm on the first frame of the video sequence, and then the
face region or face model is tracked throughout the rest of the video [31]. For
an action unit-based system, it is the facial action units or facial regions relating
to facial action units that are located and tracked instead of the entire face
region. In addition, some issues including face registration, illumination
normalization, head pose estimation, and accessory inclusion detection, are
normally carried out at this stage, depending on the specific design and
requirements of a particular system.
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Figure 1.2: General structure of an automatic facial expression recognition system.
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 Feature extraction stage: various types of feature extraction algorithm are
applied to extract a variety of features to represent facial expression.
Depending on the design of the facial expression recognition system, the
extracted feature representation can vary from a texture representation to a 3D
parameterized facial model. In general, the feature extraction algorithms
applied at this stage can be categorized by the type of features that are extracted:
geometric based, appearance based, and hybrid feature based extraction
algorithms, for example.
 Classification stage: at the last stage of the system, the obtained feature
representation of an image or video sequence of facial expression is classified
by the system into one of the prototypic facial expressions. Alternatively, for
the FACS-based automatic facial expression recognition system, a set of
presented facial actions are recognized and encoded using FACS and then,
according to the emotional dictionary, the acquired facial expression is finally
interpreted. A single, or a set of multiple of classifiers, can be utilized at this
stage depending on the specific design of the system.

1.4.2 Face acquisition
To carry out facial expression recognition, the first step is to locate the face region in
the source data (e.g. an image or a video sequence). The Viola and Jones’s face
detection algorithm [32], [33] is one of the most efficient and fast face detectors which
is widely adopted for use in face recognition and facial expression recognition systems.
It utilizes Harr-like features, which can be fast computed using the pre-computed
integral image, to characterise the face and non-face region and a cascade of boosted
weak classifiers to learn the classification rules. The Viola and Jones’s face detection
algorithm can locate the face image in real time but it also has some disadvantages.
For example, training the cascade of classifiers is time-consuming. To further improve
the performance of the original Viola and Jones’s face detection algorithm, many
extensions and improvements have been suggested. Wu et al. [34] and Pham et al.
[35] significantly improve the training efficiency and reduce the required training time
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of the Viola and Jones’s face detection algorithm. Li et al. [36] present another
extension, adopting SURF features [37] to characterize the face and non-face regions.

In addition, Moghaddam and Pentland [38] devised a visual learning algorithm for
face detection based on density estimation. Rowley et al. [39] utilize a set of neural
networks to detect a face in small windows, and then re-construct a completed face
from the detected small windows that contain face regions. Roth et al. [40] constructed
a face detection algorithm that can cope with various head pose and illumination
conditions based on a Sparse Network of Winnows (SNoW).

Figure 1.3: Factors that affect the performance of a face detector.

The performance of face detection algorithms in practical scenarios is generally
affected by the variations that are caused by illumination variability, large in-plane
and out-of-plane rotations 1, occlusions, accessory inclusions, and so on, as illustrated
in Figure 1.3. Any of these issues can cause the aforementioned algorithms to fail or
detect a false face region. To address these problems, Feraud et al. [41] propose the
Constrained Generative Model (CGM) for face detection at frontal view and side

In-plane rotation means a rotation that is within 2-dimensional geometric plane; out-of-plane rotation
involves 3-dimensional rotation.
1
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views based on neural networks. Schneiderman et al. [42] address the head pose
variation issue with a statistical appearance model which can be trained to detect a
face at frontal and profile views. Huang et al. [43] propose face detection algorithms
which can detect face with in-plane and out-of-plane rotations. Parupati [44] employs
a wireless camera network to cope with issues raised by head pose variations. Liao et
al. [45] introduce an unconstrained face detection algorithm employing normalized
pixel difference (NPD) and a deep quadratic tree that enables efficient and fast learning
of classification rules. Forba et al. [46] propose an illumination-invariant local
structure feature obtained using the modified Census Transform for face detection
under various illumination conditions.

In a dynamic facial expression recognition system, after the face region is successfully
detected in the first frame of the video sequence, a tracking algorithm is usually
applied to track the established face location or face models to reduce the computation
requirement and improve the overall performance of the system [47], [48], [49], [50].

1.4.3 Representations of facial expression
Feature extraction is the second stage in an automatic facial expression recognition
system, which examines and extracts the detected regions of interest for generating an
informative and discriminative representation for the facial expression to be classified.
The literature shows that, generally, there are three types of feature representations
that are commonly adopted: geometric features, appearance features, and hybrid
features, which possesses properties of both geometric and appearance features.
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1.4.3.1 Geometric features
The geometric feature category utilizes the geometric shape information of the facial
expression to encode the differences between various facial expressions, for example,
the contours of the eyebrows and the inner and outer contours of the mouth. To extract
the geometric shape information of a facial expression, a facial landmark localization
algorithm is applied to detect fiducial points on a face (e.g. inner corners of eyes,
corners of mouth, and nostril) in the detected facial regions. Once the coordinates of
these fiducial points are successfully located, a normalization process is usually
applied to normalize the size and rotation of the obtained face model. This process is
also referred to as the face registration process. It can be achieved by defining a
reference face, and then applying a Procrustes analysis [51] of all the located fiducial
points or part of the set fiducial points which are less variant across all categories of
facial expressions, for example, the inner corners of the eyes and the tip of the nose.
However, this registration method is not reliable for dealing with out-of-plane head
pose.

A face geometric model is crucial for extracting geometric features, which consists of
a set of fiducial points that are defined by an automatic facial expression recognition
system. A variety of face geometric models has been proposed in the literature.
Raouzaiou et al. [52] present an MPEG-4 compatible framework for analysing and
synthesizing of facial expression for human computer interaction, adopting facial
animation parameters to model various facial expressions. An illustration of the
MPEG-4 facial expression model is presented in Figure 1.4. This sophisticated
framework can encode both the previously specified prototypic facial expressions and
a variety of facial actions. Ahlberg [53], [54] presents an alternative parameterised
face model named Candide-3 which is also compatible with the MPEG-4 standard.
Later, Dornaika and Davoine [55] proposed a particle filter-based tracking algorithm
for the 3D Candide Model.
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Figure 1.4: A face model of the neutral face using the face model based on MPEG-4
(taken from [52]).

Cootes et al. introduced one of the most dominant and commonly employed
algorithms for facial landmark localization, the Active Shape Model (ASM) [56], and
later the Active Appearance Model (AAM) [57], [58]. For the active shape model, they
devised a Point Distribution Model (PDM) for a geometric shape of a face, which is
characterised using a set of landmark points, as shown in Figure 1.5. Then, the
Principal Component Analysis is applied on the normalized fiducial points, which are
manually labelled, to model the variation of the PDM across all training samples of an
object and derive a statistical model for the object. The ASM algorithm addresses the
landmark localization problem as a constrained interactive model-fitting process. At
each interaction, after the mean model is initialized on the image, each fiducial point
in the face model shifts towards the local edge, and then the new model is constrained
using the generalized statistical model. The shift and constrain process continues until
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either a specified number of interactions or a convergence is reached. The AAM [57]
is an extension of the ASM algorithm which statistically encodes both the shape and
appearance of all training samples to construct the active appearance model for the
facial expression image under query. With the deployment of these fundamental
techniques, a researcher can generate, locate, and track a face model of their own
preference.

Figure 1.5: Some examples of geometric shape of the face with connected landmark
points (taken from [59]).

The original version of the ASM and AAM algorithms generally find difficulty in
handling issues such as slow convergence with poor initialization, poor model fitting
under large head pose variations, and failure under partial occlusion of the face. Xiao
et al. [60] present a combined 2D and 3D AAM, which is constrained by a 3D model,
for locating and tracking fiducial points in 3D. Lee and Kim [61] present a tensorbased AAM algorithm to overcome the variations raised by subjects, large head pose,
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facial expressions, and illumination in localization of fiducial points. Duhn et al. [62]
present a three view face tracking algorithm based on the AAM which can fit and track
the face model in an unconstrained environment, such as surveillance videos, as shown
in Figure 1.6. Gross et al. [63] extended the AAM algorithm further to handle partial
occlusions.

Figure 1.6: Top row: images captured in three different views; middle row: the located
face models; bottom row: the expanded face models with interpolated fiducial points
(taken from [62]).

Besides the AAM and ASM based methods, other facial models are also used to encode
the displacement of a geometric face model of various facial expressions, including
multistate face component models [19], point-base face model of frontal and side view
[64], and other facial landmarks based face models [65], [66], [67].
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1.4.3.2 Appearance features
Appearance features are generated based on the appearance difference of various types
of facial expressions, which utilize a range of texture descriptors to model the
appearance of a facial image for a feature representation, such as Gabor Wavelets [68],
[69], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [70], [71], Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) [72], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [73], Speed Up Robust Feature (𝑆𝑈𝑅𝐹) [37],
Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (𝐺𝐿𝑂𝐻) [74], Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (𝐻𝑂𝐺) [75], Discrete Cosine Transform (𝐷𝐶𝑇) [76], and so on. In contrast
to the case when using geometric features, a minimal feature registration process is
applied to normalize the size and in-plane orientation of the face. For example, the
centre of the eyes and mouth can be used to align the face image in the query image
to the pre-defined reference face [11].

The local binary pattern (LBP) [73] and extensions of LBP [77] operator have been
intensively utilized for the analysis of facial expressions in the past decades. Shan et
al. [78] adopts the local binary pattern approach for the representation of different
facial expressions, and applied template matching and the support vector machine to
classify facial expressions. Nanni et al. [79] utilize a combined texture of Elongated
Ternary Pattern (ELTP) and Elongate Binary Pattern (ELBP) for recognizing pain.
Liao et al. [80] present another appearance representation using the extended local
binary pattern and Tsallis entropy [81] calculated from 16 Gabor filtered images.

Besides the local binary pattern, Deng et al. [82] present a facial expression
recognition system based on appearance features generated using Gabor filters for
feature generation and PCA for feature selection and reduction. And, Yu et al. [83]
present a system using appearance features based on the Weber Local Descriptor and
histogram contextualization, and tested on a set of facial expression images generated
from a search engine (specifically, Google). Furthermore, Ma et al. [84] utilize the
2D-DCT algorithm, which was originally introduced specifically for image
compression, for implementing a facial expression recognition system.
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1.4.3.3 Hybrid features
Both geometric features and appearance features have their own advantages and
disadvantages. The geometric feature approach is straightforward to understand and
can be computationally efficient in some application scenarios. The registration
process can help remove the bias introduced by subject difference and improve the
ability to discriminate among facial expressions. However, processes for establishing
and tracking the face model generally need to be well designed to cope with
challenging issues typically introduced by the application environment and the subject,
including changes in illumination, occlusions of face, accessories inclusion, and large
variations of head pose. Additionally, the geometric feature approach cannot encode
subtle facial expression and some facial actions that are not visually distinguishable in
2D geometric space, such as cheek raising, mouth corner dimpling, and so on [85]. In
contrast to the geometric feature approach, the registration methods applied before the
extraction of appearance features cannot fully register the face to a reference face
properly, and this thus restricts the ability to discriminate among the appearance
features. Also, the appearance of a subject is affected by age, make-up applied to the
face and ethic group, and thus an appearance feature can be sensitive to variations
introduced by subjects’ differences noted. Furthermore, general issues that affect the
geometric methods also influence the discrimination potential of appearance features,
including non-uniform illumination and partial occlusions.

With that being said, it is therefore reasonable and necessary to consider constructing
a hybrid feature representation which can embody the inherent strengths of both
geometric features and appearance features, so that a superior representation is thereby
devised. The resulting hybrid feature approach utilizes both the geometric shape and
the appearance of a face to encode the difference among various facial expressions. A
hybrid feature representation can be constructed with various types of fusion. For
example, it can be an appearance feature extracted at the located landmark points [86]
or a more sophisticated representation, which utilizes a geometric face model to
normalize the appearance of the face and then applying an algorithm to extract holistic
or local appearance features [55], [87], [88], [89].
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Kotsia et al. [30] utilize the idea of discriminant non-negative matrix factorization to
extract texture information and the Candide grid node information extraction
algorithm to extract the shape information of an expressive face. Wang and Yin [90]
propose the topographic context-based feature for facial expression recognition, which
is extracted at certain regions of the face, as shown in Figure 1.7, after the fiducial
points are successfully established.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.7: (a) Face models of 64 fiducial points; (b) facial expressive regions for
extraction of topographic context based features; (c) an example of the terrain map of
a face image (taken from [90]).

1.4.4 3-dimensional-based facial expression recognition
As mentioned in Section 1.3.3.3, geometric features cannot encode some subtle facial
expressions or facial actions that are reflected in changes of depth - for example, the
facial action of cheek raising and mouth corner deepening. Compared with a 2Dbased system, a 3D-based system can better interpret the deformation of facial
expression in 3D, and with the assistance of a 3D facial acquisition facility, the
difficulty encountered when adopting the 2D face model, such as issues introduced by
large variation of head pose, can be resolved efficiently. As a result, 3D-based systems
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for automatic facial expression recognition have also been an active research area
within the scope of general automatic facial expression recognition. A variety of 3D
facial expression recognition systems have been proposed, including 3D generic
elastic models based [91], 3D deformable model based [92], 3D local shape analysis
based [93], histogram of surface differential quantities based [94], local principal
curvature analysis based [95] facial expression recognition systems, and others.

1.4.5 Recognition of facial expression in video sequence
In contrast to a static system which recognizes a facial expression in a single frame of
a facial image, a dynamic facial expression recognition system can model the dynamic
deformation of a facial expression in the dimension of time in order to analyse facial
expressions. It has been stressed that the dynamic aspect and timing of facial
expressions is important for recognizing spontaneous smiles and can enhance the
human perception of subtle facial expression [18], [96], [97]. Therefore, it is worth
considering encoding the characteristics of the dynamics of facial expressions for
automatic analysis of facial expressions.

Cohen et al. [98] present a dynamic facial expression recognition system based on the
Piecewise Bezier Volume Deformation (PBVD) tracker, as shown in Figure 1.8, to
track the 3D wireframe model of the face in a video in order to model the temporal
deformation of various facial expressions, and applied the multi-level Hidden Markov
Model for classification of facial expressions.
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Figure 1.8: (a) The 3D wireframe model used by the PBVD tracker; (b) facial
deformation encoded for feature representation (taken from [98]).

Li et al. [99] utilize the Candide-3 face model to model the temporal and geometric
differences of various facial expressions. Almaev and Valstar [100] introduce the local
Gabor binary pattern from the three orthogonal planes (LGBP-TOP) for modelling the
temporal dynamic of facial expressions and employ the support vector machine for
classification of facial expressions. Taini et al. [101] extend the use of the LGBP-TOP
feature for recognition of facial expressions in near-infrared videos, while Zhao and
Pietikainen [24] introduce the volume local binary pattern (VLBP) based system to
recognize a facial expression, and a comparable performance with LGBP-TOP based
system is reported. Other dynamic systems, including the appearance-based tracker
and the case-based reasoning approach based systems [87], 3D gradient descriptor
based systems [102], multistate face component models and Bayesian networks based
systems [19], [103], have also been presented for recognizing facial expressions in
video sequences.
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1.5 Ideal features of an automatic facial expression
recognition system
Ideally, the design of an automatic facial expression recognition system should meet
a range of requirements that enable and ensure the robustness, efficiency, accuracy,
usability, and automaticity of a proposed system as summarized in Table 1.4 (taken
from [11]).

Table 1.4: Ideal features of an automatic facial expression recognition system (taken
from [11]).
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An automatic facial expression recognition system should model the facial expressions
in a way that is independent of the variation introduced by subjects’ incidental
differences. For example, age, skin color, and make-up that is worn on the face can
influence the performance of an automatic facial expression recognition system which
adopts the appearance feature-related algorithm for locating and tracking of fiducial
points or generating feature representations.

Similarly, an ideal system should be able to handle the variation of illumination
conditions that is common in both practical indoor and outdoor environments, as
illumination conditions can significantly affect the quality of the image that is acquired,
and thus influence the performance of a system to a large extent, especially in outdoor
application scenarios where illumination control is generally very much more difficult
to achieve.

In addition, an ideal facial expression recognition system should also be able to cope
with various occlusions of the face and accessory inclusion, because these conditions
can cause many components of an automatic facial expression recognition system to
fail to function normally. For example, an occlusion of the face can cause the face
detector to fail to detect a face in an image, the landmark localization algorithm to fail
to locate the fiducial points, an appearance-based feature extraction algorithm to
extract a false feature representation that contains the occluded face region, and
eventually disable the entire facial expression recognition system. Typical examples
of partial occlusion and accessory inclusions include the wearing of a scarf, the
wearing of glasses, and the wearing of a hat, and so on.

Another desirable feature for an automatic facial expression recognition system is the
ability to cope with large in-plane and out-of-plane head pose variations. It is
acknowledged that spontaneous facial expression usually occurs along with head
motions, especially in outdoor environments [109]. Also, a large variation of head
pose alters both the geometric characteristics and appearance of the presented facial
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expression, which can eventually significantly influence the performance of a facial
expression recognition system. Furthermore, coping with large head pose variation is
also an important aspect for improving both the usability and the robustness of a
system, particularly for applications in unconstrained environments where effective
head pose control measures are not generally applicable. Therefore, it is crucial to take
these issues into account when designing and implementing an automatic recognition
solution for facial expression analysis.

An ideal system should also be able to recognize all or, at least, a specified range of
spontaneous facial expressions that are required by a particular application scenario,
even at low intensities. Distinct from a deliberate facial expression which is posed
intentionally to show that an emotion is being experienced, a spontaneous facial
expression is usually more subtle (i.e. less pronounced) and tends to happen more
quickly in a consistent period of time [16]. The majority of automatic facial expression
recognition systems which have been proposed are devised based on specifically
posed and fully-pronounced (i.e. clearly articulated) facial expressions, an issue which
brings about a critical problem. This is that the automatic recognition solution is, in
fact, constructed based on biased data, and thus restricts the performance of a
laboratory-proven automatic recognition system of facial expression when transferred
to practical application environments. With that being said, it is essential to consider
the bias introduced by the posed data and to recognize less pronounced facial
expression in order to improve the usability and robustness of a devised system in
order to achieve higher recognition accuracy when operating subsequently in practical
application scenarios.

Another desirable feature of an automatic system is the capability to work in a
responsive manner in real time, which suggests that an optimal facial expression
recognition system should be able to recognize, at least, one subject’s facial expression
in a fairly short time, for example, being capable of processing 30 frames of facial
expressions within 1 second. Recognizing multiple subjects’ facial expressions raises
another challenge for designing a real time facial expression recognition system,
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which reveals an increase in recognition time, which is linear with respect to the total
number of subjects that a system is capable of dealing with. As an example, one typical
application scenario of a multiple facial expression recognition system is monitoring
psychiatric patients in a communal lounge.

In addition to the factors summarized in Table 1.4, an ideal system should require
minimal or no cooperation from the subject and should be capable of recognizing a
facial expression without raising concerns on the part of the subject, which means that
the system should be able to recognize facial expressions unobtrusively and from a
distance.

Also, an automatic facial expression recognition system should be able to interpret
facial expressions in a broad and cohesive manner that enables the output emotional
label to be appropriately interpreted in a particular context. Currently, the majority of
proposed systems have focused on recognizing facial expressions in a discrete way,
which categorizes a particular facial expression into one of the prototypic facial
expression categories or recognizes the facial expression by coding facial action units
in the presented facial expression. This categorization may lead to suboptimal
solutions for some practical application when some broader categorization is preferred,
and thus a broader and more cohesive categorization can in many cases lead to a better
recognition accuracy.

To apply automatic facial expression recognition technology effectively in practice,
these aforementioned factors should be carefully considered when devising a practical
system for application in a particular scenario. Although features such as these
generally result in a better automatic facial expression recognition system, in practice,
to design an automatic system that meets all these requirements is infeasible and
uneconomic since the requirement of a system is influenced by the particular
application scenarios and laid down by application-related system requirements.
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Hence, an optimal system in practice is one that fulfils all system requirements with
the least resource requirement, taking into account all relevant aspects.

1.6 Objective and key contributions of this research
1.6.1 Aim of this research
Section 1.5 has described a range of limitations and desirable features of an optimal
facial expression recognition system, which address the corresponding limitations. In
the research to be reported in this thesis, from a broader perspective, the objective of
this research is to investigate and resolve the issues relating to facial expression
recognition in less constrained or unconstrained environments and make facial
expression more interpretable for practical application scenarios.

First, an automatic facial expression recognition system is devised to recognize facial
expressions in less constrained or unconstrained environments, under a variety of large
head pose variations and a range of expression intensities (this is further explained in
Section 2.1.3).

Second, a comprehensive investigation of the application of currently available texture
features in multi-view facial expression recognition is carried out to find a novel
texture feature or fused texture feature for constructing a better feature representation
for multi-view facial expression recognition.

Third, novel categorizations of facial expressions are summarized, which enable the
facial expression to be interpreted in a manner that facilitates better and more effective
practical application of such a technology.
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Fourth, a multi-view facial expression database is designed and constructed initially,
which makes the proposed research relating to facial expression recognition in
unconstrained environment feasible by making available appropriate data for
experimentation and investigation.

1.6.2 Key contributions
Although automatic facial expression recognition has been studied intensively, some
questions still have not yet been full addressed by the techniques and systems
principally proposed to date. The key contributions of this thesis can therefore be listed
as follows:



A novel automatic recognition system for facial expressions is presented, which
is capable of handling facial expressions at 35 different out-of-plane rotations
ranging from +45° to −45° pan head rotations and −30° to +30° tilt head
rotations. This system also recognizes all six prototypic facial expressions at the
least facial expression intensity with significantly better accuracy (i.e. which is
measured on 4 different facial expression databases) compared with current stateof-the-art facial expression recognition systems.



A novel local descriptor is introduced which can be used with other common
state-of-the-art texture descriptors, which complement each other in describing
the local textures. By fusing the novel texture feature and a range of existing
state-of-the-art texture features, we are able to seek a better feature representation
for multi-view facial expression recognition systems. It is found that the novel
feature when combined with a particular range of texture features significantly
improves the overall performance and usability of a system in terms of
recognition accuracy compared with a single texture feature based system.



A novel categorization strategy is also introduced for re-categorizing the range of
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possible facial expressions, which interprets the facial expressions in the
prominent dimensions of the affective space. This categorization strategy offers
a continuous, cohesive, and broader way of interpreting facial expressions with
benefits in many practical application scenarios.

1.7 Thesis organization
The thesis is organized as follows:


In Chapter 2, a self-collected in-house facial expression database that was created
for this study along with other public facial expression databases that are
deployed in this thesis are comprehensively described. In addition, other
techniques, including face detection algorithm and classifier utilized, and
toolboxes adopted in this study are presented, to give a complete and accessible
summary of the project infrastructure adopted.



In Chapter 3, a novel universal multi-view facial expression recognition system
using local ternary pattern and the extended multi-view local ternary pattern is
presented, together with a comprehensive investigation of the influence of the
head pose variation and intensity level change of facial expressions on the
proposed facial expression recognition system.



Chapter 4 presents a novel texture descriptor (designated the level of difference
(LOD) descriptor), which statistically describes the appearance of a local
neighborhood, to use with other state-of-the-art texture descriptors. Additionally,
a preliminary study of fusion of texture descriptors, including the multi-local
ternary pattern, gray scale co-occurrence matrix, local binary pattern, histogram
of oriented gradient, and level of difference descriptor, for the design of a
universal facial expression recognition system is comprehensively described.
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Chapter 5 reviews the theory of emotion and facial expression and describes the
affective models and key dimensions in the emotional space, and then presents a
novel strategy for re-categorization of facial expressions for practical application
scenarios. A preliminary investigation of the influence of such a novel
categorization scheme is conducted based on the proposed multi-view facial
expression recognition system that is introduced in Chapter 3.



Chapter 6 briefly summarizes the content of the thesis, highlights the important
observations and findings discovered and reported throughout this study,
emphasizes the key contributions of this thesis, and gives suggestions for future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Experimental infrastructure

This chapter will describe the public facial expression databases utilized in this study,
and present a new multi-view facial expression database in detail, which is designed
and collected for devising and evaluating a novel facial expression recognition system.
Furthermore, this chapter also explains some essential techniques and toolboxes that
are utilized in this study, including the face detection algorithm and the classifier.

Section 2.1 explains the public facial expression database that is employed in this
study. Section 2.2 present and thoroughly describes our novel in-house multi-view
facial expression database. In Section 2.3, the face detection algorithm and toolbox
that is used in this study are described thoroughly. Section 2.4 explains the classifier
that is deployed for classification of facial expressions and how the classification
accuracy is reported in this study. Section 2.5 briefly summarizes this chapter’s
content.
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2.1 Facial expression databases
This section explains, summarizes, and discusses the facial expression databases that
were used in the research study reported, including the Extended Cohn-Kanade
Database (CK+), the Binghamton University 3D facial expression database, and the
Japanese female facial expression database. All of them are available publicly to the
academic research community and employed popularly in devising and testing many
state-of-the-art facial expression recognition systems. Additionally, a novel facial
expression database, our in-house multi-view facial expression database, is designed
and collected specially for this study, which is particularly aimed at multi-view facial
expression recognition research. The detailed design, data collection setup, and
procedures are also presented.

2.1.1 Japanese female facial expression database (JAFFE)

Figure 2.1: Some examples of facial expression images of two subjects in the JAFFE
database, from left to right demonstrate neutral, happiness, sadness, surprise, anger,
disgust, and fear respectively (taken from [69]).

The Japanese female facial expression (JAFFE) database is a static and grayscale
facial expression database which collects six basic facial expressions and the neutral
facial expression from 10 female Japanese models [69]. Each subject was requested to
pose 3 or 4 times for each of the prototypic facial expressions and once for the neutral
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expression. As a result, the JAFFE database contains a total of 213 posed facial
expression images. The image spatial resolution used for each image is 256 × 256. In
regard to head pose, minor in-plane rotation is often observed while out-of-plane
rotation is observed to be minor to none.

Figure 2.2: An illustration of the environmental setup for data collection for the
Japanese female facial expression database (taken from [69]).

The data collection process was carried out in a special conditioned room. The source
of illumination was placed above and in front of the subject to ensure the illumination
is roughly even across the entire face region. The subject takes a picture of herself
while looking at a reflective sheet, which offers the subject the opportunity to judge
the quality and the accuracy of the expression executed based on her knowledge of the
expression seen in the reflection, to decide which is the best frame that describes the
requested expression. It is worth pointing out that a data collection without selfverification is different from one with self-verification because the outlined procedure
of the data collection process has enabled the subject to adjust her performance
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according to her knowledge of the requested expression. Consequently, the collected
images of facial expression in the database will eventually be shifted toward their
understanding of the imagery display of the requested facial expression rather than a
spontaneous expression they give in day-to-day living. Figure 2.2 briefly illustrates
the environmental setup of data collection stage.

Furthermore, the database adopted a semantic rating scheme on the collected samples.
A total of 92 Japanese female subjects were requested to inspect and rate samples in
the database towards six affective words within a range of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating
perceived low similarity and 5 indicating high perceived similarity. Individuals
involved in the rating procedure were divided into two groups. One group rated the
entire set of database samples and the other group rated all facial expressions in the
database except those of the facial expression of fear. The reason for this rating setup
is that they observed that participants have difficulty in posing fear. The final rating
score for each image is an average of the rating scores from the two groups, which
serves as an indication of the validity and accuracy of the posed expressions. This
rating is utilized to label the expression in each image. An image is labelled according
to the expression with the highest similarity rating.

The Japanese female facial expression database has been used by many researchers in
many publications to evaluate facial expression recognition systems [110], [111],
[112], [83], [113].

2.1.2 The extended Cohn-Kanade Database
The extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database [114] is an extended version of the
original Cohn-Kanade database with validated emotional labels and facial action
coding for automatic facial expression recognition research. After extension, the CK+
database records facial actions from a total of 210 adults, who are aged between 18
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and 50 years, and with a distribution of 69% female and 31% male. The CK+ database
consists of 81% Euro-American subjects, 13% African-American, and 6% other
groups (not specified in [114]). Participants are instructed to pose facial actions (AUs)
that are described in facial action coding system (FACS) [6], including single facial
action and combined facial actions. A detailed list of AUs coded in the CK+ database
is tabulated in Table 2.2. A total of 593 video sequences of posed prototypical facial
expressions are collected excluding sequences of facial actions from 123 subjects
coded in various numbers of frames (specifically, from 10 to 60 frames). The first and
last frames are the onset (neutral) and apex (peak frame) of an expression respectively.
309 in 593 video sequences are validated and labelled as prototypic facial expressions,
excluding contempt which is not a prototypic facial expressions defined by Ekman [9].
The complete statistics of the collected and labelled expressions are tabulated in Table
2.1. The CK+ database includes both grayscale and colour facial images of two
different resolutions, 640 × 490 for grayscale images and 640 × 480 for color
images.
Emotion

Anger

Disgust

Fear

Happiness

Sadness

Surprise

No.

45

59

25

69

28

83

Table 2.1: Statistics of labelled prototypic facial expressions contained in the CK+
facial expression database.

Figure 2.3: Examples of facial expression images contained in CK+ images (taken
from [115]).
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Table 2.2: The total number of action units (AUs) that is presented on the peak frames
in CK+ database (taken from [114]). N represent the number of times the AU is coded.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Examples of expressive images of the same subject captured at two views,
frontal (a) and 30° (b) (taken from [115]).

The data collection of the CK+ database is set up in an observation room. Two digital
cameras are equipped to collect video sequences of facial expressions from a frontal
view and at 30° to the subject’s right at the same time. Two examples of facial
expression images captured at these two camera views are shown in Figure 2.4. The
subject is seated while the data collection is carried out. Regarding illumination control,
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two different setups are used: either an ambient room light with a high-intensity lamp
or two high-intensity lamps with reflective umbrellas. It is worth mentioning that,
despite measures being applied to assure a uniform illumination condition, some
images in the CK+ database are overexposed to a minor extent. Regarding head pose
variation, in-plane and out-of-plane motion is minor to none.

To validate the emotion labels of the collected facial expression data, interpreted
criteria of prototypic facial expressions provided by FACS [6] as shown in Table 2.3
are measured on the peak frames of all 593 video sequences. In the end, through a
three-step validation process, 309 video sequences have been labelled as representing
one of the six prototypic expressions excluding contempt.

Table 2.3: The criteria for interpretation of emotion in terms of facial AUs. The AU
identifier number used here is described in Table 2.2.

The extended Cohn-Kanade facial expression database is one of the most popular
facial expression databases used in facial expression research. Reporting our system’s
performance on this database will allow our proposed system easily to be compared to
many other state-of-the-art facial expression recognition systems in the field.
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2.1.3 Binghamton University 3D facial expression (BU3DFE) Database
The Binghamton University 3D Facial Expression (BU-3DFE) database [116] is a 3
dimensional facial expression recognition database, which contains six prototypic
facial expressions from 100 subjects who are undergraduate and graduate students at
the State University of New York at Binghamton. Each subject was instructed to pose
prototypic facial expressions including anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise. All six basic facial expressions are recorded in four different intensity levels
except neutral, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. As a result, the database consists of 2,500
geometric models and 2500 texture pictures taken from the left and right point of view
of the subject. The proportion of male to female subjects in the database is 3: 2. The
subjects in the database are drawn from various ethnic groups, including white, black,
East-Asian, Middle-east Asian, Hispanic Latino, and others.

Figure 2.5: Examples of neutral and anger of the same subject in BU-3DFE database.
Images from left to right are the neutral face, and anger in intensity levels of 1 to 4.

To extract the 3D facial expression, the 3dMD digitizer is employed [117]. The
detailed setup of the data collection environment is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Six
synchronized cameras and two flashing system are deployed to build the system,
which are configured as seen in Figure 2.6 [116], [117]. The system generates two
texture images in the resolution of 1300 × 900 pixels and a polygon face model in
resolution between 20,000 and 35,000 polygons.
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Figure 2.6: Environment setup for the data collection process (taken from [116]).

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 2.7: Examples of 3D shape models and texture images in the BU-3DFE
database: (a) raw 3D models; (b) processed 3D models with only face regions; (c)
texture images of two views; (d) annotated facial feature points (taken from [116]).
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The system automatically processes the captured data and produces a 3D geometric
shape of the face along with texture images, which describe the appearance of the
surface of the face. After the 3D facial expression data is collected, a processing step
is carried out to remove non-face regions contained in the original 3D model and
generate a frontal texture image, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7. In addition, a set of
marked facial feature points is also provided as illustrated in Figure 2.7 (d).

During a data collection session, the subject, sitting frontal to the 3D face system, is
instructed to perform six facial expressions at four different intensity levels based on
their own understanding of intensity levels of facial expressions. The intensity levels
are described by the instructor as low, middle, high, and highest intensity.
Consequently, each subject poses 25 samples of facial expressions, four for each basic
facial expressions and 1 for neutral.

The validation of the collected data is performed in three steps: first, by the subject
him/herself; second, by an observer who is expert in reading facial expression; finally,
by a facial expression analysis system. The subject’s vote about whether the
expression shown is the requested expression is considered as the ground truth of the
expression.

2.1.4 Simulation of facial images from BU-3DFE database
Since the aim of our research is to devise a 2 dimensional multi-view facial expression
recognition system, a large numbers of multi-view facial expression images are
required. The BU-3DFE database has enabled us to reconstruct the 3D facial
expression data from the 3D geometric shape and texture images provided in the
database and simulate the required 2D multi-view facial images for our study. To
reconstruct the 3D facial expressions, the Simulink 3D Animation Toolbox [118] is
utilized throughout the entire simulation process. The simulation process consists of
the following steps:
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1)

First, the 3D face model is loaded and reconstructed by the virtual world viewer.
Then a set of 35 viewpoints are created, from which a 2D facial image is captured
and saved.

2)

After that, the simulated 2D facial image is cropped and resized to 128 × 96.

3)

Finally, the image is converted from RGB to grayscale images, and archived for
experiments.

Figure 2.8: An example of the simulation process. From left to right we see the
simulated raw image at viewpoint of pan angle of −30° and tilt angle −30°, the
cropped image, and the archived final image.

2.2 In-house multi-view facial expression database
A suitable facial expression database is an essential tool for researching and
developing facial expression recognition systems. Although many facial expression
databases has been introduced over the last decades [69], [114], [116], [119], [120],
[121], none of them can allow researchers to thoroughly investigate the influence of
different views on the recognition of all prototypic facial expressions. Therefore, it
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was considered necessary to create a real multi-view database for more detailed
exploration of facial expression recognition from various poses.

2.2.1 General information
Expressions

Six prototypic facial expressions

Pan views

−90°, −60°, −30°, 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°

Illumination

One ambient room light

Stimuli

Oral instruction

Videos

252 video sequences

Subjects

6

Age

25-35

Ethnics

East Asian, European

Accessory

Glasses and scarf

Resolution

1280 × 720

Fame/second

29 fps

Table 2.4: General information and statistics of the in-house database

Our in-house multi-view facial expression database was designed for exploring,
devising and evaluating the preliminary design of our proposed facial expression
recognition system. This database contains six prototypic facial expressions from 6
participants who are postgraduate students at the University of Kent. For each subject,
six basic facial expressions, including anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise, are collected at 7 different pan views. Consequently, a total of 252 raw video
sequences of facial expressions are collected from all subjects in two sessions with an
interval of 1 week between sessions. Each sequence starts from a neutral face to apex
of the expression, and then back to neutral face again. The ethnic groups in the
database are East-Asian and European, and participants are aged between 25 and 35.
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Table 2.4 summarizes the general information of the in-house multi-view facial
expression database.

2.2.2 Environmental setup
The data collection took place in a small laboratory room equipped with a Nikon
D7000 camera. The digital camera is set up in front of the subject at a fixed distance
of 1.2 meters. An office chair is placed in the middle of the scene for the subject. At
the beginning of each data collection session, the height of the camera is adjusted to
keep the tilt angles to the minimal degree. To acquire multi-view facial expressions, a
single camera sequential acquisition scheme is utilized to acquire facial expression
from each of the pan views respectively. Six points are marked down on the wall for
every pan view except the frontal view, for the subject to look at while posing their
facial expressions. Regarding illumination, one ambient room light is used, which is
mounted in the ceiling above the camera and in front of the subject. A demonstration
of the environmental setup is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Environmental setup for the data collection process.
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2.2.3 Data collection
During the data collection process, the subject is seated while performing the required
expressions. As demonstrated in Figure 2.9, facial expressions from 7 different
viewpoints are acquired successively from left to right. At each view, each subject is
requested to pose the expression based on their own understanding of the given
affective adjectives comprising anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise.
These expressions are posed one after another and one expression at a time at each
viewpoints. The data acquisition started from the left profile view, which is labelled
as 1 as shown in Figure 2.9, and then facial expressions from other viewpoints are
collected in clockwise order. The data acquisition takes place in two sessions with an
interval of 1 week between sessions to introduce intra-class variation and subject
variation. The same data collection protocol is followed in all data collection sessions.

2.2.4 Validation of acquired facial expressions
The validation of facial expression data is completed in one step. Each subject reviews
his/her facial expressions after capture. If the subject confirms the expression is not
the requested facial expression, the acquired facial expression is removed, otherwise
it is archived.

3.2.5 Quality control of the data
The subjects are allowed to wear accessories throughout the data collection session.
One third of subjects wore glasses, and one sixth of subjects wore a headscarf. As a
result, half of the subjects in the database wore accessories, which would bring
substantial difficulties in recognition of facial expressions on the database. It should
be also noted that some acquired facial expression data are slightly blurred due to
exaggerated movement of the head during the capture. To sum up, facial expressions
possessing the following properties are removed: first, off-focus; second, video
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sequences that do not demonstrate the requested facial expression as confirmed by the
subject. As a result, the final archived database contains 196 video sequences.

2.2.5 Facial expression data
As validation of facial expressions and data quality control, 196 video sequences are
archived in the database. In addition, the peak frame of facial expression in each video
sequence is captured for the purpose of devising a static facial expression recognition
system. Some examples of captured peak frames of facial expressions are provided in
Figure 2.10.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.10: Some examples of captured facial expressions in our in-house database:
(a) anger; (b) happiness; (c) sadness; (d) neutral.

2.2.6 Advantage and disadvantage of the database
Our in-house database has several pros and cons. First, the size of the database is small.
It is difficult to devise a reliable system from this amount of data. The second point is
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that a large proportion of the participants wear accessories which make it difficult for
devising facial expression recognition solutions without accessories but good for
testing a system’s robustness. Third, there are shadows on the performer’s face due to
insufficient illumination compensation. These properties introduce considerable
uncertainty into the evaluation of the performance of the facial expression recognition
system built based on this database, they could also be an advantage because issues
including illumination and accessory inclusion is common in practical application
scenarios, which make this database feasible for evaluating the robustness and
practical performance of a facial expression recognition system. Most importantly,
however, is that - while acknowledging the limitations - this database allows us to
examine, at least in a preliminary way, important image types which could not
otherwise be investigated in the reported study.

2.3 Face detection

Figure 2.11: An example of a detected face region using the Viola and Jones’s face
detector on an image from the CK+ database [114].
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As described previously in Chapter 1, face detection is an essential part of a facial
expression recognition system as it locates the initial region of interest in the source
image. In this study, the well-established Viola and Jones’s face detection algorithm
[33] is employed because of its effectiveness and its efficiency in detecting faces in
real time. A toolbox implementing the Viola and Jones’s face detector by Kroon is
utilized in this study [122]. Figure 2.11 demonstrates a face region as detected by this
face detector.

2.4 Classification using support vector machines
In this study, the multi-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier is deployed to
classify facial expressions [123]. The support vector machine classifier is an advanced
and well-established classifier, which has been deployed to solve a large variety of
classification problems, with particularly promising results having been reported in
many related facial expression recognition research studies [93], [124], [67], [54],
[125]. Therefore, the support vector machine classifier is utilized throughout this
research. The multi-class SVM classification is achieved by adopting the one-vs-all
classification strategy suggested by Crammer and Singer [126], which turns a multiclass classification problem into a constrained optimization problem and allows the
problem to be solved more efficiently. A toolbox which implements and optimizes the
original support vector machine for large scale applications is utilized [127].

For all the results reported in this thesis, the classification accuracy that is reported is
an average of the classification accuracy of ten repetitions of stratified 10-fold cross
validations. Kohavi [128] studied the methodology of cross-validation and suggested
to use stratified 10-fold cross validation for model selection because it gives a better
estimation of the classification accuracy. A large partition that is more than 10 folds
gives rise to bias while a small partition increases variance. Therefore, the
recommended cross-validation strategy is deployed in this study for reporting the
classification accuracy.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the primary databases that are utilized in devising and testing our multiview facial expression recognition systems throughout this study are described in
detail. In addition, we have also presented a novel facial expression database, which
is designed and compiled in our laboratory specifically for multi-view facial
expression research. Finally, general techniques and toolboxes that have been adopted
for simulation of facial expression images from a 3D model, for face region detection,
and for the classification of facial expressions have been explained.

In the next chapter, a general review of state-of-the-art texture-based multi-view facial
expression recognition systems is elaborated, and then our novel facial expression
recognition approach using local ternary pattern and multi-scale local ternary pattern
operators are presented, for which outstanding performance has been achieved.
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Chapter 3
Local ternary pattern based universal facial
expression recognition

In this chapter, a review of some state-of-the-art multi-view facial expression
recognition systems and analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of these
systems is at first presented. Then, an investigation of possible different configurations
of local ternary pattern operator in the application of universal multi-view facial
expression recognition is elaborated. In addition, the original local ternary pattern
operator is extended to operate at multiple scales for which, when employed for
constructing multi-view facial expression recognition system, a state-of-the-art
performance is achieved.

In section 3.1, the motivation and general background of this research is described. In
section 3.2, related research publications and state-of-the-art multi-view facial
expression recognition systems are presented and analysed. Section 3.3 describes the
structure of the proposed novel multi-view facial expression recognition system.
Section 3.4 describes the texture feature representation method employed in this study.
In section 3.5, the block based local feature extraction technique is described. Section
3.6 explains the feature selection algorithm adopted in this research. In section 3.7,
the detail experimental set up and analysis of results is presented. Finally, in section
3.8, the contribution of this chapter’s content is summarized.
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3.1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, many research studies have been developed which address
the issue of automating the facial expression recognition process. More recently,
automatic facial expression recognition has been increasingly researched due to its
potential applications in the area of human machine interaction and so on. However,
the problem relating to automatic recognition of facial expression in uncontrolled
environments or with various head pose is still not generally well understood and has
not been fully addressed by the research community. Although some multi-view facial
expression recognition systems have been proposed by the pioneers in the field, the
performance of these systems have not yet fully resolved this research problem in
order to facilitate the use of facial expression recognition system in practical
applications. In this study, a novel universal multi-view facial expression recognition
system is introduced using local ternary patterns and multi-scale local ternary patterns
which is extended using a similar approach as the multi-scale local binary pattern
approach [129]. This proposed novel universal facial expression recognition system
has achieved state-of-the-art performance in classification accuracy even when used
with a great range of head poses, including 7 pan angles and 5 tilt angles during image
capture. In addition, a series of experiments are also carried out to investigate the
influence of various configurations of the local ternary pattern operator in constructing
a robust and efficient feature representation for universal multi-view facial expression
recognition. The detailed experimental setup and results are also reported in this
chapter.

In recent years, in order to obtain an efficient and robust solution for multi-view facial
expression recognition, various texture descriptors have been developed, introduced,
and employed to generate a texture feature representation for facial expression images
encompassing different viewing angles, including local binary patterns [24], Gabor
features [130], and so on. Different from geometric based facial expression recognition
algorithms or a combined geometric and appearance based approaches, the texture
based facial expression recognition algorithm adopts a holistic or local texture feature
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extraction process that makes texture based facial expression recognition system more
straightforward to implement. The state-of-the-art texture descriptors include scale
invariant feature transform (𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑇 ) [131], local binary pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃 ) [132], Gabor
features [5], speed up robust feature (𝑆𝑈𝑅𝐹) [37], gradient location and orientation
histogram (𝐺𝐿𝑂𝐻) [74], histogram of oriented gradient (𝐻𝑂𝐺) [75], discrete cosine
transform (𝐷𝐶𝑇) [76], and so on. Among them, the scale invariant feature transform
and local binary pattern feature have been widely adopted for facial expression
recognition purposes, and promising system performance has been reported for frontal,
near frontal and view- dependent facial expression recognition [133], [134],
[135],[136].

Although intensive research has been carried out to investigate the multi-view facial
expression recognition task, there are still practical problems in applications of these
laboratory-proven solutions because real recognition scenarios tend to diverge from
ideal experimental conditions. The problematic issues generally fall into two
categories: internal issues and external problems. The internal issues of a system
derive from the fact that each individual component of a facial expression recognition
system is a potential error source, and can contribute to the overall error rate of the
whole system. A typical example is that the raw data source exerts a significant
influence on both the performance and usability of facial expression recognition
systems. The recognition model and mechanism is first built based on an exploration
of the raw data source, which requires that the original data must be either designed
and populated as close to the real application scenario as possible, or must be
compensated so that it corresponds seamlessly to the real day-to-day data. Otherwise,
the derived solution will either be biased or will shift far away from the accuracy
obtained in the ideal laboratory setup. External environmental issues, including
illumination, head pose, and distance away from camera, also affect the recognition
accuracy and usability of a facial expression recognition system.

Among the issues mentioned above, out-of-plane angle (i.e. head pose presented in
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the facial images) is a crucial factor, not only because it is inevitable in some
application scenarios but also because it is an important element to establish and
improve system usability. It is acknowledged that head pose can significantly affect
the performance of the face recognition task, and this is still a challenging research
issue even though enormous efforts have been made to resolve the problem [91]. For
applications in constrained environment, certain restrictions can be applied (or user
instructions given) to control the head pose for some applications, but elimination of
head pose in practice is infeasible, and consequently can affect the performance and
general usability of a system. For applications in unconstrained environments, out of
plane angles carry a more significant influence over the performance of a facial
expression recognition system. For example, a large variation of head pose can
exclude a large part of the face from the captured facial image and hence cause a
geometric model based feature extractor to fail to generate a feature or extract an
invalid feature. Therefore, it is necessary for a facial expression recognition system to
accommodate various head poses to achieve better usability and wider application
with higher robustness, especially in an unconstrained application scenario. In order
to resolve the issues arising from various pan and tilt angles in a constrained or
unconstrained environment, researchers have developed several recognition
mechanisms, which can be grouped into three categories:



2D view dependent facial expression recognition systems: these create a parallel
recognition unit for each defined view and, depending on the result of the head
pose estimation a specific classification unit is activated to extract the feature
representation and classify the presented expression.



2D universal facial expression recognition systems: this type of system classifies
facial expressions collected from various views in the same way. Feature
extraction and classification are completed universally, and therefore the
usability of such systems in terms of pose handling is greatly improved.
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3D facial expression recognition systems: these have a high demand in hardware
and software, such as computation power, system memory, and optical
components, which therefore makes the system expensive to deploy. To reduce
the computational complexity, usually a reduced 3D statistical model is used to
approximate the geometric shape of the actual facial surface, and obtained
parameters of the 3D shape model and textures are employed as feature
representations for 3D facial expression recognition.

Among these three categories of recognition mechanisms, 2D universal facial
expression recognition systems thoroughly investigate the characteristic of facial
expression data from all defined views, and deliver a universal solution for the multiview facial expression recognition task. Although the recognition is generally reported
to be poor, the completeness and usability of the solution can offset its disadvantages.
The view dependent systems tend to deliver a solution slightly better than 2D universal
facial expression recognition in terms of classification accuracy, but greatly rely on
the measure from a pose estimator, which restricts its overall performance and
capability to handle facial expression recognition from arbitrary views. 3D facial
model systems generally give the highest system performance, but they have a higher
demand on the system hardware, such as computational power, system memory, and
optical components, and therefore make this kind of system more expensive to deploy
in practice. Compared with the other mechanisms, universal 2D facial expression
recognition systems are inexpensive and straightforward in system design and setup.

In this chapter, a novel universal multi-view facial expression recognition system
based on local ternary pattern and the extended multi-scale local ternary patterns will
be presented along with a comprehensive analysis of experimental results.
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3.2 Related work
Texture analysis has found application in many fields ranging across object
identification, image region classification, image segmentation, content-based image,
and information retrieval, medical image analysis, and so on. With many years of
research and development, increasingly more texture operators have been deployed to
analyse multi-view facial expressions, and some of these have achieved state-of-theart performance, including the local binary pattern operator and other variants derived
from it [130], [137], [73], [138], [125], histogram of oriented gradient [139], discrete
cosine transform [76], Gabor filter [140], and scale invariant feature transform [76],
[133], [135], [138].

3.2.1 2D view dependent and 3D facial expression
recognition systems
Many researchers have turned to local descriptors to find solutions for the issues raised
by head pose variance. One of the most influential methods is based on scale invariant
feature transform descriptor, which gives promising results in handling head pose
variance. Berretti et al. [141] introduced a solution based on SIFT features extracted
from around 112 facial landmarks on the 3D depth image. Rudovic [142] introduced
multiple regression models to classify the facial expression image at various head
poses. Eleftheriadis [88] derived an approach based on a shared Gaussian process
latent variable model (SGPLVM). Hesse et al. [76] proposed a system using a
combination of facial landmark coordinates and discrete cosine transform (DCT)
feature extracted around facial landmarks.
Soyel and Demirel [138] introduced an affine transform-based pose invariant SIFT
(-SIFT), which consists of five steps as illustrated in Figure 3.1:
1) First of all, dense SIFT features are extracted from image pairs;
2) Secondly, the best matched points with the extracted SIFT features in two
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images are obtained using Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD) based SIFT
matching algorithm [143];
3) Then the affine transformation is estimated based on best matched points found
in KLD based SIFT matching algorithm using singular value decomposition;
4) After that, SIFT points are regrouped into regions in preparation for grid based
SIFT matching;
5) Finally, the accumulated regional measure of similarity is obtained from the
WMV classifier [75], and then weighted by the grid based confidence
coefficients to form a final score for all expressions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) The proposed multi-view facial expression recognition system by Soyel
and Demirel’s is illustrated; (b) an image illustrating the matching process of two
correspondent -SIFT features (taken from [138]).

Their method approached the multiple pose issue by deploying the affine
transformation estimated based on the scale invariant transform features, and they
claim that the performance of the -SIFT based multi-view facial expression
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recognition system outperformed the regular SIFT and D-SIFT feature representations.
However, this system is computationally expensive to implement, and relies on affine
transformation estimation for an accurate head pose estimation. Besides, they did not
present a one versus all classification accuracy, which is the de facto measurement for
a facial expression recognition system’s performance.

3.2.2 Universal multi-view facial expression recognition
systems
Other researchers have attempted to resolve the issue by deploying dense feature
extraction in the design of facial expression recognition systems, such as dense scale
invariant feature transform and so on, which has delivered an encouraging
performance in dealing with pose variation in the input facial images.

Zheng et al. proposed another “universal” approach for multi-view facial expression
using the regional covariance matrix (RCM) and a Bayes discriminant analysis via
Gaussian mixture model (BDA/GMM) to learn the best representation for facial
expression images from arbitrary views [144], [145]. First, dense SIFT features are
extracted from the identified facial region. As the densely extract SIFT feature is
redundant, they adopted the proposed BDA/GMM algorithm (which is explained
thoroughly in [145]) to reduce the dimensionality of extracted SIFT features to search
for the most discriminant features. Based on the reduced SIFT features, the regional
covariance matrix is calculated. The overall performance of their proposed system has
been examined on the BU-3DFE database with the rendered facial expression images
of 35 various views of a combination of pan and tilt angles. The overall performance
of their system is an accuracy of 68.28%.

Usman et al. [146] introduced a multi-view facial expression system in a “universal”
approach which takes generic sparse coding features and recognizes the expression
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based on a “universal trained” classifier (i.e. a classifier that is trained with feature
representations generated from images of all views). In addition, they introduced a
mid-level feature representation (a so-called generic coding feature), which was
generated in three phrases (see Figure 3.2):

1) Firstly, a dense feature extraction is carried out to extract SIFT features.
2) Secondly, these generated features are encoded using sparse coding [147] to
keep the distinctiveness of previous coding.
3) Finally, a spatial feature pooling algorithm is applied to construct a complete
representation for the image.

Feature extraction

Multi-view
images

Dense
feature
extraction

Train
dictionary

Expressions

Image level
representation

Universal
classifier

Figure 3.2: System structure using a generic sparse coding feature.

Their system has obtained results on the BU-3DFE database with an overall accuracy
of 69.1% on facial images of all intensity levels, which is rendered with 3D models
and texture images, and 76.1% on the highest intensity facial images only.
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Later, in another study, Usman et al. proposed maximum margin Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) learning for a supervised soft vector quantization (SSVQ) for multiview facial expression recognition. Firstly, they extract the SIFT feature vectors using
a sliding window of 16 × 16 pixels with 3 pixels shift across the entire facial regions,
and to reduce the dimensionality of the resulting feature vector, the extracted SIFT
feature vector is reduced from 128 to 70 in length using principal component analysis
(PCA) [70]. Then, they utilized the expectation maximization algorithm to estimate
the initial parameters for the GMM model, and restrict the components to 1024 for
each model so as to reduce the computational complexity. Finally, supervised soft
vector quantization is applied.

Based on 21,000 facial expression images created from data contained in the BU3DFE database, they report an average accuracy of 76.34% using SSVQ+SPM features
over 35 views including 7 pan angles and 5 tilt angles of the highest intensity level.

These two systems proposed by Usman have achieve an accuracy of 76% and
accommodate 35 different views, but the overall performance of their proposed system
is limited, and classification accuracy of expressions at low intensity was not reported,
which is a crucial evaluation for practical application as spontaneous facial expression
is less pronounced than posed expressions.

In our study, the objective of this research is to find a universal multi-view facial
expression recognition solution by exploring the use of the local ternary patterns
operator, level of difference pattern operator, and other state-of-the-art texture
descriptors.
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3.3 The

proposed

universal

multi-view

facial

expression recognition system
In this section, the general structure of our proposed multi-view facial expression
recognition system and its key components are elaborated.

The general framework for our proposed system can be decomposed into three distinct
and separate stages, comprising the data acquisition stage, the feature extraction stage,
and the classification stage, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Data

Feature extraction

Classification

Block based
Image

feature

Support vector
machine

extraction

Figure 3.3: The sequence of three stages in the proposed system

1) As shown in Figure 3.3, the data acquisition stage is the first stage of our proposed
automatic facial expression recognition system, which acquires a single facial
expression image for processing. The detailed description of the data and preprocessing is presented in Section 3.7.1 and 3.7.2.
2) At the feature extraction stage, various local ternary pattern operators are applied
on the image to extract local ternary pattern (LTP) features using a block based
feature extraction method, which is explained in detail in Section 3.4. To reduce
the dimensionality of the final representation, the F-score feature selection
algorithm [148] is adopted to select the most distinctive features from the
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available local ternary patterns features. That is described in Section 3.5.

3) At the classification stage, the pre-trained universal support vector machine
classifier is employed to classify the input expressive facial image into one of the
prototypic expression categories (Section 2.4 presents the detailed information
about the support vector machine classifier).

3.4 Feature extraction and selection
3.4.1 Block based feature extraction
This section will describe in detail the procedures and techniques adopted to extract a
block based feature representation for the proposed multi-view facial expression
recognition system.

To obtain a more reliable, stable, and robust feature representation, block based feature
extraction has been adopted by many precursors for both face and facial expression
recognition. Shan et al utilize a block based local binary pattern extractor for facial
expression recognition in their facial expression research [130], [137], [73]. In their
experiments, they adopt a block size of 18 by 21 pixels which divides an image into
6 × 7 = 42 blocks in successive studies of facial expression recognition with the
Cohn-Kanade Facial Expression Database [115]. Manikantan proposed a block based
discrete cosine transform feature extractor for face recognition [149]. They adopt a
block partition of 8×8=64, and achieve a promising recognition rate on four different
face databases including ORL, UMIT, Yale B and FERET. Yu et al. adopted a gridbased Weber Local descriptor to learn facial expression from Web images [83]
utilizing a 5 by 5 partition, and verified their algorithm across a variety of databases,
including images from the Web, BU-3DFE database, JAFFE database, and CohnKanade database. Tong [150] tested a set of block partition options for local gradient
coding based feature extractor for facial expression recognition, and their exhaustive
experiments have led them to choose an 8 by 8 image partition.
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A questioned image is firstly partitioned into small image blocks, which could be of
various sizes, and then a local feature descriptor is applied on each image block. The
raw features derived from the blocks are fused into a single representation according
to a pre-defined fusion scheme. After fusion, a complete feature representation is
finalized. A block-based texture feature extraction would provide a finer feature
representation since it extracts more feature details from an image, but at the same
time increases the complexity of the generated representation in terms of
dimensionality.

Figure 3.4: An illustration of the detailed feature extraction procedures.

Because of its success and efficiency in improving a texture based feature descriptor,
the block-based feature extraction is employed in our proposed system. As illustrated
in Figure 3.4, first, a facial image is partitioned into 6 × 4 = 24 blocks and each block
is of 21 by 24 pixels in size. Secondly, the local ternary pattern operators, 𝐿𝑇𝑃 or
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𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 (multi-scale local ternary pattern) operators, are applied respectively on each
block. After that, a normalization is performed using Equation 3.1.

𝑋−𝑢

𝐹= 𝜎

3.1

𝑋 is the complete feature; 𝑢 and 𝜎 are the mean and standard deviation of 𝑋
respectively.

Figure 3.5: An illustration of the blocks marked as 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Third, before the feature selection takes place, a feature removal is performed to
remove the features extracted from blocks numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 (as shown in Figure
3.5), because by inspection of the facial image data, these blocks are found to be
dominated by non-facial regions. Finally, the feature selection algorithm, which is
described in Section 3.5, is engaged to select the most discriminative feature from the
entire feature set to form the final representation. There are two main criteria for
selection of this block size. The first is that a block size that is fine and generates a
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manageable feature dimensionality will be selected considering the hardware
requirement and computation cost for the scale of experiment we will be running. A
block size, which is too small, will result in excessively large numbers of features,
which would exceed our hardware limit. The other is that a block size that delivers
optimal performance in terms of classification accuracy will be selected.

3.4.2 Feature selection
Feature selection is an important stage in the context of machine learning because it
reduces the complexity of the classifier and speeds up the operational time of the entire
system. In our case, the goal of feature selection is to select the most relevant features
for the universal multi-view facial expression recognition task and avoid redundant
features that do not possess descriptive information for prototypical facial expressions.
The impact of the feature selection becomes more significant when the available
feature set is excessively large and sparse. Various feature selection techniques have
been adopted to reduce the enormous dimensionality of the feature representation
introduced by either a densely extracted texture descriptor or variants of one texture
descriptor tuned with different parameters [134], [83], [151], [152], [153]. Taking into
account both the influence of dimensionality and the availability of experimental
hardware, in this study, a feature selection technique is applied as described below to
select the most significant and informative features for representation for a universal
multi-view facial expression recognition system.

Specifically, the F-score feature selection technique for feature filtering is adopted in
this study. F-score [148] was introduced to measure the difference of two classes. A
feature representation is denoted as 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑚 represents the number of
observations. If the two classes are denoted as 𝑎 and 𝑏, then the F-score for the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ
feature can be mathematically described as in Equation 3.2:
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3.2

In the above expression, 𝑥̅𝑗 denotes the average of 𝑗 𝑡ℎ features of 𝑋, 𝑋𝑗 ; 𝑥̅𝑎 and 𝑥̅ 𝑏
𝑎
represent for the average of 𝑋𝑗 belongs to class 𝑎 and class 𝑏 respectively. 𝑥𝑘,𝑗
and
𝑏
𝑥𝑘,𝑗
respectively denotes 𝑗 𝑡ℎ feature of the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ observation of class 𝑎 and b. The

numerator describes the distinctiveness of 𝑗 𝑡ℎ feature between two classes, while the
denominator describes the variance of the two classes when it is described by the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ
feature.

In this study, the F-score criterion is adopted as a filter. For each feature, the F-score
is calculated using Equation 3.2, and the features are sorted into descending order. By
defining 𝑡, the total numbers of feature to select, features with the highest F-score are
chosen.

3.5 Local ternary pattern and local binary patterns
The local ternary pattern (𝐿𝑇𝑃) operator is an improved version of the local binary
pattern operator which was originally introduced to reduce errors caused by the nearuniform noise in the image [154]. In order to explain the local ternary pattern, in this
section, a detailed description of original local binary pattern is given, and then the
local ternary patterns employed in this study are presented. In addition, a novel
extended version of local ternary pattern operators is also introduced, which enables
the original local ternary patterns operators to extract 𝐿𝑇𝑃 features from multiple
scales. The complete explanation of the multi-scale local ternary pattern operator is
also included in this section.
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3.5.1 Local binary pattern and its variants
3.5.1.1 Basic local binary pattern operator
Ojala, el al [155] established the basic concept of the local binary pattern operator for
texture analysis. The original concept of the local binary pattern is to binarize
neighbouring pixels of a 3 × 3 block with intensity value of its central pixels, and
concatenates the resulting binary values into an 8-bit binary number as a representation
of the micro texture pattern observed in this block. If the neighbouring pixel’s value
is greater or equal to value of the centre pixel, the pixel is coded as 1, otherwise as 0.
The resulting binary code chain is concatenated circularly to form an 8-bit binary code.
Each local binary pattern represents a local primitive, which is also called a micro
texton. Examples include, spot, flat region, line end, edges, and so on. Figure 3.6
provides some examples of the typical local primitives. The total number of coded
variants of micro textons detected by the local binary pattern operator is 28 = 256.

Figure 3.6: Some examples of typical primitives extracted by the local binary pattern
operator. (Taken from [129])

Through thresholding and considering only the sign of difference of central pixels with
its neighbours, the local binary pattern operator achieves scaling invariance of grey
scale, and the local binary patterns are also theoretically robust to monotonic
transformation of grey scale.
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Mathematically, the basic local binary pattern operator can be summarized in
Equations 3.3 and 3.4:

1, 𝑥 ≥ 0
𝐺(𝑥) = {
0, 𝑥 < 0

3.3

In the above expression, 𝐺(𝑥) is a thresholding function.

𝐿𝐵𝑃 = ∑8𝑖=1 𝐺(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐)2𝑖

3.4

In the above expression 𝑝𝑖 is the value of a neighbouring pixel; 𝑖 is the index of the
neighbouring pixels; 𝑐 is value of the central pixel, and 𝐿𝐵𝑃 is a decimal
representation of the local binary pattern with a range of 0 to 256.

Figure 3.7: Thresholding and coding of local binary patterns (Taken from [156].

Figure 3.7 illustrates a complete calculation process of the basic local binary pattern.
A basic local binary pattern feature representation is an occurrence histogram of local
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binary patterns in regions of interest.
In this study, the basic local binary pattern operator is not used due to the large
dimensionality and redundancy introduced by the operator and the limitation of our
computer hardware. The detail of the basic local binary pattern is included here as
fundamental background for understanding its variants and the local ternary pattern
and its variants.

3.5.1.2 Uniform local binary pattern
Due to the simplicity and efficiency of the local binary pattern operator, the
methodology of local binary patterns has been intensively researched, expanded, and
improved to resolve other complicated computer vision and pattern recognition tasks.

Figure 3.8: An illustration of 36 uniform local binary patterns [129], [140].

In 2002, Ojala, et al. [132] introduced the uniform local binary pattern. The uniform
local binary pattern is a subset of local binary patterns that will not be affected by the
in- plane rotation of the image patch. In other words, they are circularly symmetrical
in appearance and at the same time comprise the majority characteristic of a complete
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set of the basic local binary patterns. A local binary pattern is considered ‘uniform’ if
the transition from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 in its binary code is less than two. For example,
01000000 and 00111000 are uniform local binary pattern with 2 transitions, while
01011101 is not uniform with more than 2 transitions in its binary code. Figure 3.8
displays 32 examples of the uniform local binary patterns operator with sampling
radius of 1 and 8 sampling points. Compared with the basic local binary pattern, the
uniform local binary pattern reduces the dimensionality of feature representation from
the 256 to 59.
When compared with the basic local binary operator, the uniform local binary pattern
operator detects a reduced set of variants of micro-textons which capture 90.6% of all
primitives detected by a basic local binary operator at radius of 1 with sampling rate
of 8, and 85.2% at radius of 2 in an examination of local binary pattern in facial image
[157]. It was also noted that uniform local binary patterns tend to be more reliable and
robust against noise and statistically yield better performance in many applications
[129].
The uniform local binary pattern operator works in the following steps:
1. Basic local binary patterns are extracted using Equation 3.3 and 3.4.
2. Uniform pattern mapping is applied, which assigns each uniform pattern with
new labels and non-uniform local binary patterns with the same label, which
sums up all other miscellaneous patterns.
3. The resulting pattern is an occurrence histogram with 58 uniform pattern bins
and 1 non-uniform pattern bin, and altogether they form a uniform local binary
pattern feature representation with 59 dimensions.

3.5.1.3 Multi-scale local binary pattern
In order to address the uneven sampling rate and extend the robustness of local binary
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patterns, the original local binary pattern operator is extended to extract local
primitives from sampling circles of any radius with evenly spaced sampling points on
the diameter, which is designated as multi-scale local binary pattern [132], [129]. By
adopting multi-scale local binary pattern operators, each pixel in the region of interest
contributes to various extraction processes of multi-scale local binary operators. The
extended local binary operator is summarized in Equations 3.5 and 3.6:

Given that (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) is the coordinate of the centre of the sampling circle, and the
coordinates of the even spaced points on the sampling circle of radius 𝑟 are defined as
𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 , then 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 can be calculated via the following equations,
2𝜋𝑖

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑐 + 𝑟 ∗ cos (

𝑝

2𝜋𝑖

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑐 − 𝑟 ∗ sin (

𝑝

)

3.5

)

3.6

With these equations, the basic local binary pattern operator can be extended to extract
local binary patterns at 𝑟 radius with 𝑝 sampling points. Figure 3.9 shows five local
binary operators at different scale.

Figure 3.9: An illustration of multi-scale local binary pattern of with various sampling
diameters and radiuses, where 𝑃 is the number of sampling points, and 𝑅 is the radius
of sampling circle [132].

A multi-scale local binary pattern is obtained by concatenating the occurrence
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histogram of local binary patterns extracted at different scales. LBPP,R represents a
local binary pattern operator with 𝑃 sampling points and sampling radius 𝑅 . For
example, the 𝐿𝐵𝑃4,1+8,1 operator constructed from 𝐿𝐵𝑃4,1 and 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1 has 272 bins.
The 𝐿𝐵𝑃4,1 operator generates an occurrence histogram of 24 = 16 bins, and the
𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1 operator generates a histogram of 256 bins. The final occurrence histogram of
𝐿𝐵𝑃4,1+8,1 concatenates the occurrence histogram generated by both operators, as
demonstrated in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Feature generation using multi-scale local binary pattern operator. 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
represents a local binary pattern operator with 𝑃 sampling points and sampling radius
𝑅.

3.5.2 Local ternary pattern and its variants
3.5.2.1 Local ternary pattern
The local ternary pattern-based feature extractor operates on a 3 × 3 local
neighbourhood. Instead of binarizing the local neighbourhood as the local binary
pattern operator does [155], the local ternary pattern operator introduces a threshold 𝑡
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which is used to remove the noise in a local patch of image and reduce the amount of
noise contributing to the generated local ternary pattern. The local neighbourhood is
thresholding into three ranges.

The thresholding function can be generalized as in Equation 3.7:

1, 𝑐 ≥ 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑡
𝐺(𝑐, 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑡) = {0, |𝑐 − 𝑝𝑖 | < 𝑡
−1, 𝑐 ≤ 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑡

3.7

Originally, the local ternary pattern should consist of 38 = 6561 bins. Instead of using
a three-value coding technique, Tan [154] separates the original ternary pattern into
upper band and lower band, and then applies the same coding mechanism as the local
binary pattern operator, as was explained in Section 3.6.1.1.

Mathematically, the upper pattern can be formulated as in Equation 3.8.

𝐺(𝑐, 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑡) = {

1, 𝑐 ≥ 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑡
0, 𝑐 < 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑡

3.8

The lower pattern can be formulated as in Equation 3.9.

𝐺(𝑐, 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑡) = {

1, 𝑐 ≤ 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑡
0, 𝑐 > 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑡

3.9
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Figure 3.11 illustrates how a local ternary pattern code is divided into upper band and
lower band. As a result of the partition, the local ternary pattern operator generates an
occurrence histogram of 28 × 2 = 512 bins.

Figure 3.11: An illustration of the coding scheme adopted for coding the upper and
lower patterns of a local ternary pattern.

3.5.2.2 Uniform local ternary pattern
The measure of ‘uniformity’ was first introduced in evaluating and reducing local
binary patterns. Since a similar coding scheme is deployed in the generation of the
binary code of a local ternary pattern, the same scheme is adopted for reducing the
dimensionality of the local ternary pattern [132], [154]. By restricting the ‘uniformity’
of corresponding upper and lower patterns of the local ternary pattern to a maximum
of 2 respectively, the total number of bins for the resulting occurrence histogram of
the local ternary pattern is reduced to 59 × 2 = 118. A detailed description of uniform
patterns can be found in Section 3.6.1.2.

To obtain the uniform local ternary pattern the following procedure, (illustrated in
Figure 3.12) is executed:
1. Local ternary pattern operator is applied on the image patch.
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2. Extracted local ternary pattern is divided into upper and lower patterns.
3. ‘Uniformity’ measure and uniform mapping is applied on upper and lower
patterns respectively, which assign each uniform pattern with new bin labels,
and sort non-uniform local ternary patterns into the same miscellaneous bin.
4. The reduced upper and lower pattern occurrence histograms are concatenated
to form a uniform local ternary pattern. Consequently, an occurrence histogram
with 118 bins is generated.

Local Ternary Pattern

Higher band

Lower band

Uniform mapping
Uniformed
higher band

Uniformed
Lower band

Uniformed Local Ternary
Pattern

Figure 3.12: The generation of the uniform local ternary pattern.

3.5.2.3 Multi-scale uniform local ternary pattern
Motivated by the idea behind multi-scale local binary patterns, the local ternary pattern
operator is extended to extract local ternary patterns at multiple scales via selecting
sampling points in a circular manner with a specified radius. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 are
applied to calculate the coordinates of sampling points on the sampling circle. In
addition, the uniform mapping is applied on local ternary patterns extracted at each
scale to reduce dimensionality of the final multi-scale local ternary pattern.
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Figure 3.13: Feature extraction procedure of multi-scale local ternary pattern operator.

As illustrated in Figure 3.13, the following steps are executed to extract a multi-scale
local ternary pattern:
1. Local ternary pattern operators of different sampling radius are applied on the
image patch to extract multiple local ternary patterns.
2. Once multiple local ternary patterns are generated, the uniform mapping is
applied respectively on each local ternary pattern.
3. Finally, the obtained uniform local ternary patterns are concatenated together
to form a resulting multi-scale local ternary pattern.
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3.6 Experimental setup and results analysis
In order to explore the usability and robustness of our proposed universal multi-view
facial expression recognition system further, several experiments have been carried
out. These, and an analysis of results, are presented in this section.

3.6.1 Data preparation
The BU-3DFE database contains 2,500 3D geometric shapes of the expressive face
performed by the participants and 2,500 texture images of the expressive face, which
were captured simultaneously. With the aid of the Simulink 3D Animation toolbox of
Matlab [118], all six prototypic facial expressions are reconstructed from the provided
facial texture images and 3D geometric shape models, including anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise. Through rendering and manipulating the 3D models
(i.e. as described in Chapter 3), a facial expression dataset of six facial expressions
with 4 intensity levels is created (where levels of 1 and 4 represent the least and the
most intensive facial expression images respectively as described in Chapter 3). Facial
expression images are simulated from 35 points of view within a pan angle range of
±45ºand a tilt angle range of ±30ºwith an interval of 15°, resulting in a total of 84,000
images. To normalize the size of the head in the resulting images, during the
simulation process the distance between the rendering 3D shape and the camera is
manually selected for each subject in the database via inspection of the model of the
neutral facial expression, which means that an optimum parameter value is selected
for each subject – a total of 100 values to cover 100 subjects, ensuring that a similar
size of facial region in the simulated images at the frontal view is produced for all
subjects. The distance parameter is used for all image generation processes of a
particular subject regardless of changes of points of view. The 3D face model is
rendered in the front of the camera, and therefore the head is always centred in the
resulting images. The illumination is uniformly controlled across the entire rendering
process. Finally, the simulated RGB images are converted to greyscale images, and
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proportionally resized to 128*96. Figure 3.14 shows some examples of simulated
facial expression images of one subject in the generated facial expression datasets.

Figure 3.14: Examples of simulated facial expression images from one subject
captured at 35 views at intensity level 4: 7 pan angles (-45°, -30°, -15°, 0°, 15°,
30°,45°), and 5 tilt angles (-30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30°) are used.

3.6.2 Pre-processing
Limited pre-processing is carried out to control the facial expression images generated
by simulation, because the quality of 3D data contained in the BU-3DFE database is
consistent and fairly controlled by the publisher, and the 3D image rendering process
is also supervised. Consequently, only image normalization is carried out, using
Equation 3.10:
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𝑓=

255×𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(𝑖(𝑥,𝑦)−𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛

3.10

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 is an operator that rounds a number towards zero. 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 represent the
maximum and minimum intensity levels in the image 𝐼. 𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) is a pixel in the image
with coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦).

After normalization, the resulting image 𝑓 will have an intensity range of [0, 255].

3.6.3 Local ternary pattern and its variants
3.6.3.1 Holistic local ternary pattern
In the following experimental setup, a thorough investigation of holistic local ternary
patterns with various specifications is conducted. We examine the local ternary pattern
operators with 8 different extraction scales from radius 1 to 8 and 8 tolerance
thresholds, with values of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 50, and 100 which are tagged 1 to 8
respectively in all the graphs presented in this chapter. It should be noted that, as can
be seen above, the tolerance thresholds, 𝑡, selected are not evenly spaced. In Figure
3.15, the overall classification accuracy of the system is demonstrated. The number of
sampling points is fixed to 8 throughout this thesis because this setting allows the
uniformity measure to be applied on the extracted local ternary patterns so that a more
compact feature is available for further exploration in the later studies included in this
thesis.
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Figure 3.15: Overall performance in term of classification accuracy of local ternary
pattern as a feature representation for universal multi-view facial expression
recognition. The scales and threshold settings are explained in the main text.

Accuracy

Average

Best

55.99%

66.81%

Table 3.1: Classification accuracy of holistic local ternary pattern representation

As shown in Table 3.1, the average performance of the basic local ternary pattern as a
feature representation across 8 scales with 8 various threshold settings is 55.99%, and
the best accuracy of 66.81% is achieved at scale 7 (𝑟 = 7) with tolerance threshold set
to 15 (𝑡 = 15) . It is apparent from Figure 3.15 that the performance of local ternary
pattern for universal facial expression recognition task has been dramatically
influenced by both the scale of the local ternary pattern operator and the tolerance
threshold selected.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.16: The performance curve of the universal facial expression recognition
system: (a) w.r.t scales of the local ternary pattern operator; (b) w.r.t. the tolerance
thresholds 𝑡 selected for the local ternary pattern operator.
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Graph (a) in Figure 3.16 illustrates how the proposed universal facial expression
recognition system performs with respect to 8 sampling radius. It is strongly indicated
in the performance curves that the 𝐿𝑇𝑃 features extracted at scale 1 generate the worst
performance. As the sampling radius of the local ternary pattern increases, the overall
performance of the system also increases regardless of which tolerance threshold is
selected. The best system performance is observed at scale 7 for all tolerance threshold
settings, except tolerance threshold 1, for which the best system performance is
observed at scale 8. Moreover, for all tolerance thresholds except the tolerance
threshold tag of 1 and 2, a large performance gain is observed in between sampling
radius of 1 and 5. Further increments of the feature extraction scale exert a smaller
change in the system performance, although the peak of the system performance is
observed at scale 7, except for tolerance threshold 1 at scale 8.

Graph (b) in Figure 3.16 shows the performance curves of our universal facial
expression recognition system with respect to the changes of tolerance threshold 𝑡. 8
tolerance thresholds are selected in total with 4 evenly spaced sampling points smaller
than 10, and 2 sampling points in between 10 and 20. With these sampling setups, a
near bell-shape performance curve is observed with a sharp upward slope on the left
climbing interval and a more downward slope on the right. For all scales, the
performance curve peaks between tolerance threshold of 7.5 and 10, except scale 1
between 5 and 7.5. After tolerance threshold settings of 15, the system performance
starts to fall gradually for all scales.

In addition, an investigation of the difference of performance between the high band
and the low band of local ternary pattern, which is termed as 𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝐿𝑇𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ , is
presented as demonstrated in Figure 3.17.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.17: (a) & (c) The performance curve of 𝐿𝑇𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ w.r.t scale and thresholds;
(b) & (d) the performance curve of 𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑤 w.r.t scale and thresholds.

By studying Figure 3.17, it is observed that the general trend of performance of the
high and low bands of local ternary pattern is similar. More specifically, with the
increment of the sampling radius, the performance for both bands of local ternary
pattern increases and peaks at sampling radius of 7, and the system performance starts
to decrease for thresholds larger than 20. Furthermore, it is observed that the
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performance of 𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑤 increases more sharply and the average performance of
𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑤 is higher than 𝐿𝑇𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ by 3%, at 49.81%.

3.6.3.2 Block based uniform local ternary pattern
Uniform local ternary pattern is a reduced local ternary pattern with 58 uniform pattern
bins and 1 bin for all non-uniform patterns. In this experiment, a block based feature
extraction of the uniform local ternary pattern is performed, which is labelled
as 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃. The detailed description of feature extraction procedures can be found in
Section 3.4.

Figure 3.18: An inspection of the information loss in the conversion of basic local
ternary patterns to uniform local ternary patterns.

Because the uniform mapping is employed to reduce the local ternary pattern, an
experiment is carried out to measure the information loss during this process. The
result of this uniformity evaluation is demonstrated in Figure 3.18. The percentage of
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non-uniform local ternary pattern that is contained in the extracted 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 for all
combinations of scale and threshold settings is measured. As shown in Figure 3.18, a
lower percentage indicates that the non-uniform patterns comprise less in the total
number of local ternary patterns. It is strongly indicated that, by modifying the
parameters (i.e. the setting of scales and thresholds) the proportion of uniform local
ternary pattern can be controlled. With a setting of low scale (i.e. a small sampling
radius) and high threshold, the uniform patterns can comprise over 99% of all local
ternary patterns extracted in the multi-view facial expression images, and vice versa,
the uniform patterns comprise about 66% of all local ternary pattern at maximum.

Figure 3.19: The overall classification accuracy of the block based uniform local
ternary pattern w.r.t. various scales and threshold specifications.

As shown in Figure 3.19, the overall classification accuracy of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 has improved
significantly when compared with the holistic local binary pattern. By studying
Figures 3.15 and 3.19, it is revealed that with respect to both operator settings of the
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 overall performance changes in a similar fashion as the holistic local ternary
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pattern based system, in that the classification accuracy improves as the sampling
radius increases when the tolerance threshold is at a reasonable small value. It shown
in Figure 3.19 that, as the sampling radius increases, the overall classification accuracy
increases and peaks at the scale of 4. In addition, minor changes of system
performance are observed by continuing to increase the sampling radius of the block
based local ternary pattern operator. With respect to threshold, the classification
accuracy declines as the threshold increases in general. The system performance peaks
at a threshold setting of 5, and a minor increase is observed between threshold setting
of 1 to 5. After threshold setting 6 (i.e. 𝑡 = 20), the classification accuracy starts to
decrease. The average classification accuracy for the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based universal multiview facial expression recognition system is 76.31%, and the best performance is
83.23% obtained using the operator setting of 4 for the scale and threshold, as shown
in Table 3.2.

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

Average

Best

Accuracy

76.31%

83.23%

Table 3.2: The average and best classification of block based uniform local ternary
pattern representations.

By studying Figures 3.18 and 3.19, it can be seen that both non-uniform and uniform
local ternary patterns contain descriptive information for the proposed classification
task. It can be concluded that a block-based local ternary pattern with 99.99% of
uniform patterns delivers classification accuracy of 67.1% and with 63.89% of
uniform patterns gives a result of 75.35%. The best performance is observed with
90.07% of uniform patterns in the feature representation consisting of block based
local ternary patterns. The above observation implies that to achieve the best
performance of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃, the balance of uniform and non-uniform patterns needs to be
selected by controlling the threshold and scale of the operator.
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Figure 3.20: Confusion matrix of classification results obtained with scale 4 and
threshold setting of 4. Each figure is the classification accuracy (%).

Figure 3.20 demonstrates the classification confusion matrix among 6 expression
classes. It is apparent that fear and sad are more difficult for the system to accurately
classify, with a classification accuracy of 75.67% and 77.98% respectively, while
surprise is the most distinguishable class with an accuracy of 93.19%. The facial
expression of fear is misclassified with all other expression to a similar extent. Anger
is most misclassified with sad, and happy is misclassified with fear the most. Disgust
is misclassified with anger and fear to the same extent.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.21: (a) The classification accuracy at each view in percentage; (b) the contour
map, which demonstrate the change trend w.r.t. both tilt and pan angles.
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By studying Figure 3.21, it can be concluded that facial expression recognition is
influenced by the tilt and pan angles, and the frontal view is not the optimal angle for
facial expression recognition, which coincides with the conclusion made by other
researchers [159]. The reason behind this phenomenon might be that, at the frontal
view, some facial features are less visible. However, a small variation in head pose
can makes some informative features at particular areas of face become visible to the
system, such as the cheek and triangle area of face. In addition, it is demonstrated in
Figure 3.21 (b) that the tilt angle exerts a larger influence on the classification accuracy
compared with the pan angle. A camera view from a point above the subject’s face
affects the performance of the system the most, and all the worst performance figures
are observed at these viewpoints. In light of the trend of classification accuracy
indicated in the contour map of Figure 3.21 (b), the pan angle’s influence over the
performance of the system can be observed as near symmetrical, and the classification
accuracy peaks at ±30°, and starts to drop for pan views larger than ±30°.

Figure 3.22: The classification accuracy of the proposed facial expression recognition
system w.r.t. the changes of intensity levels. 𝑙𝑣𝑙 designates the intensity level
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In Figure 3.22, it is observed that the overall classification accuracy drops slightly as
the total number of intensity levels of facial expressions the proposed system can
handle increases. The classification accuracy observed at the lowest intensity level is
75.15%, which is lower than the accuracy obtained at the highest intensity by 11.5%.
As shown, the classification accuracy does not decrease sharply (the accuracy does
not drop below 85%) until the recognition at intensity level of 1 is included. Thus, it
can be concluded that the overall system performance is significantly affected by the
recognition accuracy obtained at lowest intensity.

3.6.3.3 Multi-scale local ternary pattern
According to the findings revealed in the block-based local ternary pattern
classification experiment, the threshold setting of 4 is utilized for extracting the multiscale block based local ternary pattern (𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 ) for universal multi-view facial
expression recognition. The 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 consists of 8 local ternary pattern operators
with 8 different sampling radius, which are applied simultaneously to extract 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃
patterns. Then the F-score feature selection algorithm is applied to reduce the
dimensionality and redundancy in the completed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature set. Finally, the
selected features are concatenated to form the final representation for the expression.

Accuracy
𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷𝒎𝒔

Table 3.3:

82.49 %

The overall performance of universal multi-view facial expression

recognition using the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 representation

As shown in Table 3.3, the overall performance of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 representation is
82.49%. Comparing this with the classification result obtained with single 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃
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pattern, the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 representation is 6% higher than the overall average
performance of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 operators. The classification accuracy of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 is
similar to the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 operators with the best setting in terms of classification accuracy.

Figure 3.23: The classification confusion matrix for the proposed system with
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 representation.

Figure 3.23 that fear is the most confused facial expression for the proposed system
setup and surprise is the easiest facial expression to recognize for the proposed system.
Among all facial expressions, anger and sad are the most confused facial expressions,
while fear is confused with all other expressions to same extent. Surprise is confused
with fear by 2.6%.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.24: The classification accuracy of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature representation. (a) The
classification accuracy at each view in percentage; (b) the contour map, which
demonstrates the change trend in w.r.t. both tilt and pan angles.
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As demonstrated in Figure 3.24, the classification accuracy of the proposed system
setup is affected by the viewpoint of the camera, which is, in other words, equivalent
to head pose in a facial image with a completely opposite pan angle (i.e. as in a mirror
image). From Figure 3.24 (a), it can be concluded that the tilt angle’s impact on the
overall system performance is larger than the pan angle variations, which coincides
with findings summarized in view analysis of the block based local ternary pattern
with scale and threshold parameter setting of 4 and 4, respectively. It is also reflected
in the contour map of the classification accuracy that the performance drop is larger
with a “looking down” view than with a “looking-up” view. In addition, with this
system setup, the best performance is observed at pan angle of ±15°, which is not
consistent with our previous observation in Figure 3.21. In addition, it should be
considered that the average difference in system performance obtained for the frontal
view and ±15° is about 1% with all tilt angles, which implies that recognition at
optimal pan views of ±15°will not considerably increase system performance. A
combination of extreme negative tilt angle and pan angles significantly restricts the
performance of the proposed system, and reduces the overall classification accuracy
to 69.4% and 68.7% as shown in Figure 3.24.

According to the experimental results illustrated in Figure 3.25, the classification
accuracy is significantly affected by the proposed system’s performance at the
intensity level of 1. The difference of classification accuracy achieved by the proposed
system between level 4 and level 1 is 13.74%, which is even larger than the sole local
ternary pattern with specific threshold and scale as shown in Figure 3.25. No
significant difference of classification accuracy is observed when intensity level 1 is
excluded from scope of classification and the overall classification accuracy of the
proposed system can reach 86.42%, which is comparable with the performance using
the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature representation, at 86.5%. By studying Figures 3.22 and 3.25, it can
be concluded that the performance difference between 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 is
caused by the difference of classification accuracy obtained at intensity level of 1.
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Figure 3.25: The classification accuracy of the proposed facial expression recognition
system w.r.t. the changes of intensity levels (lvl) using 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 .

3.6.4 Experiments on other facial expression databases
To further investigate and verify the validity and universality of our proposed
approach for multi-view facial expression recognition, our approach is also tested on
three other databases, including the Japanese female facial expression database
(JAFFE) [69], the extended Cohn Kanade Database (CK+) [114], and our in-house
multi-view facial expression database. The JAFFE database and CK+ database are
two widely available facial expression databases online and popular in reporting the
general performance of a proposed facial expression recognition system in the facial
expression recognition research community, thus testing our approach on these
databases would make our method comparable with the state-of-the-art facial
expression recognition systems in the literature and justify the robustness and
universality of our proposed system. Our in-house multi-view facial expression
database is a small database which is collected specifically for this project. Detailed
information about these databases can be found in Chapter 3, where general
information, data collection protocol, validity of the data, and availability of the
databases will be explained.
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3.6.4.1 General feature extraction procedures
The feature extraction process for the datasets selected from these databases is
different from the approach employed for the BU-3DFE database [116], which does
not contain a face detector as the facial region can be easily located since they are
established and located in the center of the image. To prepare facial images for
classification on CK+, JAFFE, and our in-house databases, firstly, the Viola Jones’
face detector [32], which is explained in Chapter 3, is applied to identify the facial
region in an image. The face detector can detect the face with about 90% accuracy,
and the incurred mistakes during this process are manual corrected to assure the
validity of derived facial expression dataset. After the facial region is properly
segmented, a normalization process is applied using Equation 3.10, which normalizes
the intensity of the image into the range of [0, 255]. Finally, the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
operators are applied to extract the corresponding feature representation for the image.

3.6.4.2 The Extended Cohn-Kanade database
The Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) [114] database contains 593 sequences of facial
expression data of seven different facial expressions consisting of anger, contempt,
disgust fear, happy, sadness and surprise. However, 309 sequences are chosen for this
study, excluding video sequences of the expression of contempt, because our system
is designed to classify prototypic facial expressions rather than action units. The final
dataset consists of 618 facial images, which comprise the first and last frames of each
sequence. The first frame represents the neutral expression while the last frame is the
apex of a facial expression, which implies that the neutral expression comprises 50%
of the derived dataset.
CK+

Accuracy

Average

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

99.66%

98.14%

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷𝒎𝒔

99.6%

Table 3.4: The classification accuracy of our proposed system on the CK+ database.
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The performance of the proposed system on the derived CK+ dataset is presented in
Table 3.4 and Figure 3.26. As demonstrated in Table 3.4, our proposed system based
on both 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 can classify all six facial expressions including the
neutral expression with a substantially high accuracy. By studying Figure 3.26, it can
be observed that with the increment of the scale of the operator, the extracted 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃
features become more stable and efficient in describing the characteristics of facial
expressions. In addition, the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 operator is stably accurate with respect to both
scale and threshold changes until the tolerance threshold exceeds 20. The
corresponding classification confusion matrices for both systems are shown in Figure
3.27 (a) and (b). As indicated in the experimental results presented in Figure 3.27 (a)
and (b), for both 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 based systems, happy and surprise are the
simplest expressions to classify and sad is the worst. The confusion matrices of these
two systems on the CK+ database are similar with slight difference in classifying
anger and sad.

Figure 3.26: The performance accuracy of the proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature based system
with respect to changes of scale and thresholds.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.27: (a) The confusion matrix of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based system; (b) the confusion
matrix of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature based system with tolerance threshold of 5.
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3.6.4.3 The in-house multi-view facial expression database
To derive a testing dataset from our in-house multi-view facial expression database,
both the first frame and peak frame from each valid video sequence is selected.
Consequently, 392 facial expression images with 7 different pan views of 0,
±30, ±60, ±90 are used for this experiment, including six prototypic facial
expressions and the expression of neutral. More detailed information about the inhouse database is given in Chapter 3.

Our database

Accuracy

Average

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

95.641%

88.6899%

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷𝒎𝒔

94.87%

Table 3.5: The classification accuracy of the proposed system on our in-house
database.

According to the classification results obtained during the experiment as shown in
Table 3.5, the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based system yielded an average classification accuracy of
88.69% across 64 different operator settings, and obtained the highest performance
with the operator setting at scale of 5 and tolerance threshold of 10. The 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
based system achieves a classification accuracy of 94.78%. This experimental result
obtained on our in-house database has strongly implied that the proposed multi-view
facial expression recognition system is capable of handling real data with reasonable
performance with properly selected operator settings.
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Figure 3.28: The classification accuracy trends of the proposed multi-view facial
expression recognition system w.r.t. changes of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 operator settings.

As demonstrated in Figure 3.28 that the classification accuracy changes with respect
to both changes of setting of scale and threshold. More specifically, when the tolerance
threshold is not larger than 20, the proposed system can be reasonably stable regardless
of the selection of scale. In addition, it is also observed that a larger scale setting of
the operator generally delivers a better classification accuracy. A selection of operator
setting of large threshold and small scale can result in an unstable or poor-performed
system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.29: The classification confusion matrix is provided: (a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based system;
(b) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system.
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Based on the confusion matrix illustrated in Figure 3.29 (a), it is shown that, for the
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based multi-view facial expression recognition, the facial expression of
surprise is the best recognized facial expression though all other facial expressions
might be misclassified as surprise to a minor extent. The expression of fear is confused
with surprise, which also ranked the second in terms of classification accuracy. Other
facial expressions are classified with a similar accuracy. According to the confusion
matrix shown in Figure 3.29 (b), the facial expression of happy is the best classified
expression with a minor confusion with neutral while anger and fear are classified the
worst. The expressions of disgust, fear, and sad have been misclassified as anger for
around 5%.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.30: The classification accuracy of the proposed system with respect the
changes of the pan views: (a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature based; (b) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature based.
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Figure 3.30 (a) demonstrated the performance of the proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based system
for various pan views. It is indicated by the experimental results that a pan view of
90°is the best view for facial expression recognition for our system while the pan
views of 0°and −30°deliver a slightly worse performance. The proposed system is
operating at over 90% accuracy across all pan views. Furthermore, as shown in Figure
3.30 (b), it can be concluded that with the increase of pan angle, the performance of
the system degrades generally, and the frontal view (i.e. pan view of 0°) is the best
view for facial expression recognition.

3.6.4.4 Japanese female facial expression database
The Japanese female facial expression (JAFFE) database contains 219 frontal facial
expression images of six prototypic facial expressions and the neutral expression. In
this experiment, the complete set of the JAFFE database is utilized. To extract the
feature representation for the image, the general feature extraction procedures
described in Section 3.7.4.1 is followed.

Our database

Accuracy

Average

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

99.62%

99.16%

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷𝒎𝒔

99.76%

Table 3.6: The classification accuracy of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature based system
on the JAFFE database.
As shown in Table 3.6, the performance of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature based system can
classify all seven facial expressions at 99.16% accuracy and reaches the highest
performance of 99.62% at scale 7 and tolerance threshold of 15. The 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
achieve a classification accuracy of 99.76%. In addition, it is shown in Figure 3.31
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that with the increase of scale of the operator, the classification accuracy of the
proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature based system improves gradually in general while no
obvious trend is observed with respect to changes of the threshold setting except when
the tolerance threshold is set as 100, the system becomes unstable with respect to
scales. The confusion matrices for the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature based system are
presented in Figure 3.32 (a) and (b) respectively. Based on the classification results
shown in Figure 3.32 (a) sad is the worst classified expression as it is misclassified
with three different expressions, while fear ranks the second worst with
misclassification to sad and surprise. Regarding the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature based system,
anger, happy, and neutral continue as the best classified expressions by the proposed
system. Disgust is misclassified with anger while sad and surprise is misclassified
with happy as shown in Figure 3.32 (b).

Figure 3.31: The classification accuracy the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 feature based system yields w.r.t.
changes of the setting of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 operator.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.32: The confusion matrix for the proposed system using 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 (a) and
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 (b) feature.
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To sum up, according the experimental results and analysis presented, the primary
findings observed can be summarized as follows:

1)

According to the experimental results, our proposed system achieved a
classification accuracy of 83.23% and 82.49% using the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
feature representation respectively, which outperforms the state-of-the-art multiview facial expression recognition system in terms of accuracy by 5% across all
intensity levels and by 10% excluding the lowest intensity level on an experiment
operated on 84,000 images of 35 various views. The comparison of system
performance of our proposed system and the state-of-the-art facial expression
recognition system is provided in Table 3.9.

2)

Another advantage of the proposed system is that it includes a noise tolerance
threshold, which can be deployed to either control the uniformity ratio of the
generated data and the illumination bias possess by a facial image. As a result, a
more reliable feature representation can be devised.

3)

Fear is the most difficult facial expression to be recognized for our proposed
facial expression recognition system. Facial expressions of anger and sad are
confused with each other using both 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature
representations.

4)

Facial expression recognition at the lowest intensity level is the most difficult,
and restricts the overall performance of the proposed system. Excluding the
intensity level of 1 from the scope of the classification, our system can achieve a
classification accuracy of over 86%.

5)

For our proposed systems, the best view for facial expression recognition is
observed at tilt angle of 0° and pan angle of −15° . Tilt angles exerts a more
significant influence over the overall system performance compared with pan
angle.
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6)

According to our preliminary experimental results obtained on CK+, JAFFE, and
our in-house facial expression database, it can be concluded that the proposed
novel multi-view facial expression recognition based on 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
features can operate on real data with an outstanding performance with a proper
selection of operator parameters. The proposed system has outperformed the
state-of-the-art system by about 5% on both databases as shown in Table 3.7 and
3.8.

Zhang
[112],
System

facial
movement
feature

Performance

94.48%

Huang et
al. [160],
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based
feature
descriptor
93.85%

Wong

Ramirez

[161],

Rivera et al.

FEETS

[162], LDN
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based

HFTS
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95.87%

89.3%

Our
approach

99.66%

Table 3.7: Classification accuracy of the state-of-the-art facial expression recognition
systems tested on CK+ databases.

Zhang
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System

facial
movement
feature

Performance

92.93%

Gu
Shih et al.

[163],

[110],

Radial
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encoded

2D-LDA

Gabor

Lee et al.
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jets
94.13%

89.67%

94.7%

99.76%

Table 3.8: Classification accuracy of the state-of-the-art facial expression recognition
systems tested on JAFFE databases.
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Table 3.9: Classification accuracy of state-of-the-art multi-view facial expression

recognition systems compared with our proposed facial expression recognition

systems using BU-3DFE database.
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3.7 Conclusion:
Following a thorough review of the foremost mechanisms for designing a multi-view
facial expression recognition system and state-of-the-art multi-view facial expression
recognition system, a new universal multi-view facial expression recognition system
based on local ternary patterns is presented, and a comprehensive investigation is
conducted to explore the influence of different specifications of the local ternary
pattern on the overall performance of the proposed system in terms of achievable
classification accuracy. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed system with
respect to both pan and tilt angles and intensity levels is also explored.

In the following Chapter, a novel local descriptor, level of difference descriptor, is
proposed to use as a supplement for the state-of-the-art local descriptor, which is weak
in describing local appearance, along with a systematic exploration of the fusion of
texture features.
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Chapter 4
Fusion of local descriptors for universal multiview facial expression recognition

In this chapter, the application of state-of-the-art texture descriptors, including local
binary pattern, histogram of oriented gradient, and the gray level co-occurrence
matrix, in devising a universal facial expression recognition system is examined. Then,
an investigation of the robustness of the devised feature representation against
variation of intensity levels and pan and tilt angles of the head is elaborated.
Furthermore, a novel local descriptor is proposed, which designated as the level of
difference descriptor, to use as a supplement to state-of-the-art local descriptors to
further improve the performance of a system in terms of classification accuracy.
Finally, the fusion of various texture features for devising a robust feature
representation for universal multi-view facial expression recognition is presented.

Section 4.1 gives a general introduction to state-of-the-art texture features. In Section
4.2, the general framework of our proposed multi-view facial expression recognition
system is presented. Section 4.3 thoroughly describes all the texture descriptors that
are adopted in this study. In Section 4.4, the experimental results obtained from a
series of experiments are systematically presented and analysed, and a brief summary
of the experimental findings is also included. Section 4.5 briefly summarizes all the
principal findings presented in this chapter together with some overall conclusions.
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4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 3, various state-of-the-art texture descriptors have been
employed to derive a solution for the multi-view facial expression recognition problem,
including local binary pattern operator [24], Gabor feature [130], scale invariant
feature transform [131], histogram of oriented gradient [75], discrete cosine transform
[76], speed up robust feature [37], gradient location and orientation histogram [74],
and so on (examples of these texture descriptor based systems can be found in Chapter
3 Section 2). However, as demonstrated in Table 3.6 in Chapter 3, these individual
texture descriptor-based 2D multi-view facial expression recognition systems have
found classification with high accuracy of the six prototypic facial expressions to be
challenging, not to mention the more complicated facial expressions, such as anxiety,
frustration, and depression. Therefore, it is necessary to further improve the general
performance of the multi-view facial expression recognition system. In this chapter, a
comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art texture descriptors including histogram
of the oriented gradient [75], gray level co-occurrence matrix [165], local binary
pattern [24], and the fusion of these features in constructing a feature representation
for a multi-view facial expression recognition system is examined. In addition, a novel
local descriptor, which is called the level of difference descriptor, is introduced to use
with the other state-of-the-art texture descriptors. The next section will explain the
general framework of our proposed multi-view facial expression recognition system
for the series of experiment described in this chapter.

4.2 Framework for the multi-view facial expression
recognition system
In the light of the performance that the previous 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 based multiview facial expression recognition has achieved, as described in Chapter 3, the same
system structure is employed for evaluation of the individual texture descriptor-based
systems in order to examine of the performance of these state-of-the-art descriptor in
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application of multi-view facial expression recognition. The detailed information
about the structure of the proposed system can be found in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3.

Figure 4.1: An illustration of the structure of the proposed universal multi-view facial
expression recognition system.

For the exploration of the fusion of texture descriptor-based system, the data
acquisition stage and classification stage of the proposed system remain the same as
the system structure described in Section 3.3. With regard to the feature extraction
stage, minor adjustments and an addition of the feature selection module is added to
the previous proposed system, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Two texture descriptors are
deployed to extract a feature representation because the objective of this study is to
find real time solutions for multi-view facial expression recognition in practice, which
has set a limit of 0.04 second in feature extraction time for one image. After that, the
two extracted texture feature representations are combined using the F-score feature
selection algorithm, which is described in Section 3.5, in Chapter 3 with a proportional
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fusion scheme, which is described in Section 4.4.7. The details of the employed texture
feature are explained in Section 4.3.

4.3 Texture features
In this study, a number of texture descriptors are investigated, including local binary
patterns and its variants, and local ternary pattern and its variants, level of intensity
difference, and histogram of orientations, in the application of universal facial
expression recognition. The details of the adopted texture feature descriptors are
presented in this section, except for the local binary pattern, which has been thoroughly
described in Section 3.6 in Chapter 3.

4.3.1 Level of difference descriptor
After experimenting with the state-of-the-art texture descriptors, such as the local
binary patterns, local ternary pattern, it is observed that certain local descriptors adopt
a process that compresses or discards the local appearance of the imagery region, and
as a result, a significant amount of informative content in the local neighbourhood is
omitted in the extraction scheme. It is therefore reasonable to argue that this
appearance information might be used, together with the aforementioned texture
descriptors, to improve the overall system performance. Thus, a new level of difference
(LOD) descriptor is introduced, designed as a supplement for established local
descriptors that are less informative in describing local pixel intensity.

Fundamentally, the level of difference descriptor is designed to statistically describe
the difference of intensity in the defined local neighbourhood in general. First, an
image region is divided into blocks, and then by calculating the difference of the
intensity of each pixel with the average intensity of the entire block, each pixel casts
its vote into a histogram of 16 bins corresponding to values ranging from -255 to +255,
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which have an evenly spaced interval of 32. Specifically, the LOD pattern is extracted
in the following steps, which is also briefly illustrated in Figure 4.2:

1) The average intensity of the block is calculated using equation 4.1:

1

𝜇 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑋𝑖

4.1

In the above expression, 𝑛 represents the total number of pixels in the
selected sub blocks; 𝑋𝑖 is a vector, which includes all the intensity values in
the block.
2) All pixels are subtracted from the mean.
3) Each pixel casts a vote to an occurrence histogram, which consist of 16 bins
and a bin width of 32. The resulting representation is a 1 × 16 feature vector
for the block.

Subtraction

No. of occurrence

Bins of histogram

Figure 4.2: An illustration of feature extraction of the level of difference operating on
a block size of 3. u is the average of all pixels’ intensity values contained in the block.
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4.3.2 Histogram of oriented gradient descriptor
The histogram of oriented gradient descriptor (HOG) is a local descriptor originally
developed for detection of human by Dalal and Triggs [75]. The fundamental idea of
the HOG descriptor is to collect and record the characteristics of the textural
appearance and geometric shapes through the local intensity gradient while allowing
a defined displacement tolerance of the pixels. More specifically, the HOG descriptor
is a block-wise operator, which calculates the orientation of the gradient at each pixel
in the local blocks, and accumulates the weighted orientation votes within the block
into a histogram to form a texture representation. In our study, the feature extraction
of the HOG feature is carried out in the following steps:

1) First, an image is densely extracted with an overlap of half block size.
2) Second, the feature extraction is carried out in a detection block. Each block is
partitioned further into 4 cells of size of 8 × 8 pixels. The size of a detection
block is 16 × 16 pixels.
3) For each cell, the local directional gradient is calculated, and then accumulated
into a 1-dimensional histogram of oriented gradients, which separates the
orientation range of 180° into 9 equally spaced bins.
4) All the histograms generated by cells within the block are then concatenated
into a feature vector representing the block.
5) By concatenating all the densely extracted feature vectors in the image, the
final feature representation is completed.
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4.3.3 Gray level co-occurrence matrix and its statistics
The co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and its statistics [165] is one of the earliest texture
descriptors which still plays an important role in computer image analysis. It is an
appearance-based operator with an assumption that pixel intensity level and the pairwise spatial relationship of pixels together possess a unique characteristic. The GLCM
operator exhaustively examines an image region for all possible pair-wise intensity
patterns of the same spatial relationship, and then counts the occurrence of each pattern
in an 𝑥 by 𝑥 matrix, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, where 𝑥 is the number of intensity
levels [165]. One co-occurrence matrix, which is also referred to as the angular nearest
neighbour gray tone dependence matrix, corresponds to a given spatial relation
operator, which implies that one image patch could have multiple occurrence matrixes.
To reduce the computational cost of calculating an image intensity spatial dependence
matrix, generally a reduction of the range of intensity values is executed before
calculating the matrix. Figure 4.3 shows an example of the calculation of the cooccurrence matrix.

Figure 4.3: (a) A 4 × 4 image block with gray range of 0 to 3; (b) four directional
relations; (c) 𝑃𝐻 is the co-occurrence matrix calculated for 0° direction at distance of
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1; (d) 𝑃𝑉 is the co-occurrence matrix calculated for 90° at distance of 1 (taken from
[165]).

4.4 Experimental setup and results analysis
4.4.1 Block based uniform local binary pattern

Figure 4.4: Classification accuracy (%) of the proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 feature based system
with local binary patterns extracted at 8 different scales.

A thorough investigation of the block based local binary pattern (𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃) for
application in universal multi-view facial expression recognition is reported in this
section. Eight different feature representations for the facial expression image
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constructed using the local binary pattern extracted at 8 different scales is adopted in
this experiment, and the performance of various configurations is illustrated in Figure
4.4. Distinct from the block based local ternary pattern whose performance increases
as the scale of operator increases, this figure shows that the overall performance of the
system based on BBLBP first increases, and peaks at the extraction scale of 3, and then
starts to decrease as the scale of extraction of the local binary pattern operator continue
to increase. To sum up, it is apparent from the Figure 4.4 that the scales of the local
binary pattern operator has a significant influence on the performance of our proposed
facial expression recognition system.

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑩𝑷

Average

Best

Accuracy

67.66%

72.25%

Table 4.1: The average and best classification accuracy of the proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃
operator based universal multi-view facial expression recognition system.

Table 4.1 shows that the average performance of the proposed facial expression
recognition system based on BBLBP feature is 67.66%, the best performance is
achieved using the block based local binary pattern representation extracted at the
scale of 3. However, when compared with the BBLTP based system described in
Chapter 3, this system underperforms by about 9%.
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Figure 4.5: The classification confusion matrix of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 feature based system
for classification of 6 prototypic facial expressions.

By studying Figure 4.5, it can be concluded that fear and anger are the most difficult
facial expressions to recognize for the proposed system, while anger is most confused
with the sadness facial expression, with a classification accuracy of 64.23% and fear
is misclassified with all other expressions with classification accuracy of 63.46%. The
facial expressions of surprise and happiness are the easiest to recognize by the system
with a classification accuracy of 85.34% and 83.84% respectively. Disgust and
sadness are classified slightly better than anger and disgust, but the accuracy is much
lower than those of facial expression of surprise and anger.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The matrix of classification accuracy for facial expression images with
various combinations of tilts and pan angles; (b) a contouring map based on the
classification accuracy.
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Figure 4.6 reveals that the performance of the proposed facial expression recognition
system is significantly affected by the changes of head pose, and especially that the
tilt angle exerts more influence than the pan angle. Considering the influence of the
tilt angle, a negative tilt angle affects the overall classification accuracy more than a
positive tilt angle. And the system performance is almost symmetrically reflected, with
a sum of difference of 15% on positive and negative pan angles, and the negative pan
angles performing better than the positive pan angles. Furthermore, it is observed in
Figure 4.6 that the pan angle of 0° is not the optimal for facial expression classification
because a higher classification accuracy is obtained at pan angles of ±15° and ±30°.

Figure 4.7: The classification accuracy of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 based system with respect to the
change in intensity level (lvl) of the facial expression.

As shown in Figure 4.7, the classification accuracy of the proposed system does not
significantly change before facial expression images of intensity level of 1 are added
in to the classification. The classification accuracy for the proposed system operating
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at intensity level of 1 is 62.37%, which is about 15% lower than the accuracy obtained
at the highest intensity level.

Although the BBLBP based system has achieved outstanding performance, when
compared with BBLTP based system, it underperforms by about 9%. The BBLBP
representation is in general less effective in describing all facial expressions for
universal multi-view facial expression recognition task, and the BBLTP representation
is significantly better in reducing confusions of anger, disgust, fear, and sad.

4.4.2 Multi-scale uniform local binary pattern with block
based feature extraction (𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑩𝑷𝒎𝒔 )
To obtain a feature representation using the block based multi-scale local binary
patterns (𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 ), the 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝒎𝒔 operators with 8 different scales of extraction are
applied to a facial expression image. The local binary patterns extracted from all scales
are filtered using the F-score feature selection algorithm, and by ranking the F-scores
the same number of the most distinctive features are selected for each scale.

As shown in Table 4.2, the proposed system produced an overall classification
accuracy of 73.52%. This system slightly outperforms the best configuration of
BBLBP feature based system by 1.27%, and it is about 9% worse than the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝒎𝒔
based systems as described in Chapter 3.

Accuracy
𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑩𝑷𝒎𝒔

73.52%

Table 4.2: The performance of the established universal multi-view facial expression
recognition system using 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝒎𝒔 with F-score feature selection.
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Figure 4.8: The classification confusion matrix obtained for the proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠
feature based system.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the facial expressions surprise and happiness are best
classified by the proposed system, while fear is the most confused facial expression.
The fear expression is misclassified with all other expression to the same extent, and
anger and sadness are misclassified the most among all pairs of facial expressions.
Disgust is misclassified with anger and fear by the proposed system. Combining
confusion matrices of both local binary pattern and the multi-scale local binary
patterns in Figures 4.5 and 4.8, it can be concluded that these two operators are highly
related, with similar misclassification trends and similar performance.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.9: The change of the classification accuracy of the proposed system using
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝒎𝒔 w.r.t. the tilt and pan angles.
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Figure 4.9 shows that that the pan angle of ±15° is the optimal for facial expression
recognition, with an average performance of 76.36%. In addition, tilt angle has the
most significant influence on the system performance when compared with the pan
angle. According to the performance obtained in this experiment, it is shown that facial
expression recognition is nearly symmetrical on both sides of the face. The best
viewpoint is found at a tilt angle of 0° and pan angle of 15°.

Figure 4.10: The system performance in classification of six universal facial
expressions at various intensity levels using 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝒎𝒔 .

As seen in Figure 4.10, the multi-scale local binary pattern based approach degrades
in performance as lower intensity levels are included, and shows the worst
performance at the lowest (1) intensity level. The recognition difference between the
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proposed system operating on highest and lowest intensity is 14.7%, where 63.37% is
observed at the lowest intensity level and 78.47% at the highest intensity level.

Comparing experimental results between 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠
based system described in Chapter 3, it can be observed that 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system
performs generally worse than 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system. The 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 based
representation increase the confusion of anger, disgust, fear, and sad. As a result, the
overall performance of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system is affected.

4.4.3 Histogram of oriented gradients (𝑯𝑶𝑮)
In this experiment, the histogram of oriented gradients (𝐻𝑂𝐺) operator is applied
densely with an overlap of half blocks size to extract the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 representation for the
facial expression image. All densely extracted 𝐻𝑂𝐺 features are concatenated into one
feature vector as the final representation for the query image. To reduce the
dimensionality of the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 representation, the F-score based feature filtering is
implemented to select 2,500 features from the complete 𝐻𝑂𝐺 features with the best Fscore. Finally, a 10-fold cross-validation is conducted. The average classification
accuracy of the established system is 67.33% as presented in Table 4.3.

Accuracy
𝑯𝑶𝑮

67.33%

Table 4.3: The classification accuracy of the established universal multi-view facial
expression recognition system using the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 feature is shown.
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Figure 4.11: The confusion matrix of the proposed facial expression recognition
system using the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 feature representation.

As shown in Figure 4.11, for the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 features-based facial expression recognition
system, fear is the most misclassified expression at 52.82% and surprise and
happiness the best at 83.31% and 80.16% respectively. The facial expressions sadness
and anger are misclassified with each other, as are disgust and anger. Happiness is
misclassified with fear the most. Disgust ranks third in classification accuracy.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12: (a) The classification accuracy matrix for various views of different
combinations of tilt and pan angles; (b) contour map of classification accuracy of the
proposed systems at various views.
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Among all combinations of head poses, the best classification accuracy is obtained at
the tilt angle of 0° and pan angle of−30° according to the experimental results shown
in Figure 4.12 (a). The Figure strongly indicates that an increase of tilt angle either
positively or negatively will reduce the overall performance of the system significantly,
and a negative change of tilt angle has more significant influence on the system
performance compared to a positive increase. A detailed trend of the pan and tile
angle’s influence over the performance of the proposed system is reflected in the
contour map in Figure 4.12 (b). In addition, an angle of ±30° is observed as the best
pan angle for facial expression recognition using the histogram of oriented gradient
feature representation.

Figure 4.13: System performance difference using the histogram of gradient feature.
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As shown in Figure 4.13, the classification accuracy of the universal multi-view facial
expression recognition system using the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 feature is 72.89% on the highest
intensity level, and 56.88% on the lowest intensity level. The overall classification
accuracy is reduced by the poor classification accuracy the system has managed to
achieve at the lowest intensity.

4.4.4 Gray level co-occurrence matrix (𝑮𝑳𝑪𝑴)
In this experiment, the block-based feature extraction of gray level co-occurrence
matrix (𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀) is carried out. First of all, an intensity level reduction is performed
which reduces the total number of intensity levels of the image to 8 levels. Secondly,
the input image is divided into 6 × 4 blocks. Then, the operator is applied to calculate
the gray level co-occurrence matrix. After that, the calculated matrix is transformed
into vectors, and eventually concatenated into one vector as the feature representation.

To thoroughly investigate the potential of the gray level co-occurrence matrix as a
representation for universal multi-view facial expression recognition, 4 spatial
relations are examined, which produce 4 gray level co-occurrence matrices, at 0°,
45°, 90°, and 135°, with a distance of 1.
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Figure 4.14: The classification accuracy for gray level co-occurrence matrices
calculated at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°, with a distance of 1.

It is observed from Figure 4.14 that 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀 calculated at 0° has the worse performance
at 69.92% while the 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀 for 45° yields the best performance at 71.48%, which
suggests that a spatial relation of 45° with immediate distance of 1 has the highest
distinctiveness as a representation for universal multi-view facial expression
recognition.

In addition, the 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠 of 4 spatial relations are fused together by adopting the Fscore feature selection described in Section 3.5. For each 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀, the dimensionality
of the feature is reduced to 625. As a result, the total dimension of the final feature
representation after fusion is 625 × 4 = 2500. With the 10-fold cross-validation, the
𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠 achieves an overall 72.08% classification accuracy as shown in Table 4.4, and
the confusion matrix is as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Accuracy
𝑮𝑳𝑪𝑴𝒔

72.08%

Table 4.4The classification accuracy with the combined 𝐺𝐶𝐿𝑀𝑠.

Figure 4.15: The confusion matrix of the proposed universal multi-view facial
expression recognition system using four spatial 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠.

By studying the confusion matrix shown in Figure 4.15, it can be concluded that
disgust and fear are the most difficult expressions to classify for the proposed system.
Anger is misclassified with sadness the most and disgust the second most while fear
is misclassified with disgust the most, and happiness the second most. Also, a
classification accuracy difference of 34.51% is observed in this experiment,
demonstrating that the classification accuracy among various facial expressions varies
greatly. Surprise and happiness are classified with the highest accuracy by the
proposed system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.16: The classification accuracy for the proposed universal multi-view facial
expression recognition system using four spatial 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠: (a) classification accuracy
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yields at each view; (b) contour map of the classification accuracy with respect to
variation of pan and tilt angle.

It is observed in Figure 4.16 that the optimal pan view for facial expression recognition
for the proposed facial expression recognition system is ±15°, and the best system
performance is observed at pan angle of −15° and tilt angle of 0°. Also, it is seen that
facial expression recognition from the left side view slightly outperforms recognition
from the right side. Furthermore, the results shown in the Figure strongly indicate that
tilt angle has a significant influence over the performance of the system, and, more
specifically, that a negative view angle affects the performance the most.

Figure 4.17: The performance of the proposed system in classification of six universal
facial expressions at various intensity levels with 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠.
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Figure 4.17 shows that the classification accuracy of this system diminishes at the
same rate from intensity 4 to 2, and then falls significantly to 61.78% at an intensity
level of 1. The overall classification accuracy is obviously reduced by the poor
performance the system yielded at the lowest intensity level. The classification
difference observed between the highest and lowest intensity levels is approximately
16%.

4.4.5 Level of difference descriptor (𝑳𝑶𝑫)
To extract the level of difference descriptor, the block-based 2-layer feature extraction
with an overlap of a half block is applied as illustrated in Figure 4.18. The size of the
basic extraction block that the level of difference descriptor is operating on is 21 × 24
pixels. The first layer consists of 6 × 4 basic extraction blocks while the second layer
has 5 × 3 blocks. The LOD features extracted from all blocks are concatenated to form
the final representation. The length of the resulting 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature is 624.

Figure 4.18: The feature extraction process for the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 descriptor is illustrated.

Accuracy
𝑳𝑶𝑫

48.92%

Table 4.5: The overall performance of the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 descriptor for the proposed facial
expression recognition system
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Employing the feature representation generated by the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 descriptor, the proposed
universal multi-view facial expression recognition system classifies 6 prototypical
facial expressions with an accuracy of 48.92%, as shown in Table 4.5.
By studying the confusion matrix, as illustrated in Figure 4.19, it is seen that the 𝐿𝑂𝐷
descriptor cannot code the distinctiveness of the facial expressions disgust and fear
which are seen to be poorly classified, and the classification accuracy is similar to a
random guess. However, the proposed system can classify the expression surprise at
a classification accuracy of 84.64% and happiness at 75.52%. Sadness and anger are
the most confused classes except for the expressions of disgust and fear.

Figure 4.19: The classification confusion matrix for the proposed system.

As shown in Figure 4.20, the optimal pan view for facial expression recognition is
observed at ±15°. Comparing the difference of influence between pan and tilt angles,
the tilt angle has more significant impact on the performance of the proposed facial
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expression recognition system. In addition, a negative tilt angle affects the
classification accuracy substantially. And, the best recognition view for this system is
observed at a tilt angle of 15° and pan angle of 15°.

Figure 4.20: The classification accuracy matrix from various camera views.

4.4.6 LOD descriptor as a supplement to other texture
descriptors
As noted earlier, the level of difference descriptor is suggested as a supplement for
those local texture descriptors, which are weak or are not capable of coding the
appearance of the facial expression image. The experiment presented in this section
thoroughly investigates its influence as a supplement in terms of classification
accuracy when the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 descriptor is employed together with the block-based multi-
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scale local binary pattern (𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 ) operator, block-based multi-scale local ternary
pattern ( 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 ) operator, four directional gray level co-occurrence matrices
(GLCMs) , and the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) operator.

Figure 4.21: Classification accuracy of 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, 𝐻𝑂𝐺, 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 , and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 , and
their performance when used with the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 descriptor.

As shown in Figure 4.21, combining the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature with features generated by other
texture descriptors can generally improve the classification accuracy when the same
numbers of features are used. Also, when employing 𝐿𝑂𝐷 with the 𝐻𝑂𝐺 feature and
the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature, the classification accuracy of the proposed system is improved
substantially, specifically 4.9% for 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 5.42% for 𝐻𝑂𝐺.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.22: The classification confusion matrix for the combined representation of
𝐿𝑂𝐷 with (a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 , (b) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 , (c) 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, and (d) 𝐻𝑂𝐺.

Considering the combination with 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature, it is observed in the confusion
matrix shown Figure 4.22 that the classification accuracy for all six expressions is
improved in general, with the largest improvement observed for the anger expression
of around 10%, while for other expressions an average improvement of around 5% is
delivered. And it is seen that the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 features help to reduce the confusion between
the facial expressions anger and sadness. The least improvement is observed for fear
and happiness.
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Regarding the combination with 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature, the classification accuracy for
each pair of facial expressions remains unchanged, except the recognition accuracy
for disgust and sadness is improved by about 3%, and the classification accuracy for
fear drops by about 1%.
Comparing the confusion matrix relating to 𝐻𝑂𝐺 features, it is observed that the
overall confusion between all pairs of facial expression is improved. While the least
improved is observed for happiness (by about 2%), the classification accuracy of the
proposed system has improved by around 7% on average
By studying the changes in the confusion matrix relating to 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, it is observed that
the general confusion between pairs of facial expression is not changed substantially.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.23: The classification difference with respect to intensity level of the
proposed classification system when the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature is combined with other features:
(a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 , (b) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 , (c) 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, and (d) 𝐻𝑂𝐺.
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As observed in Figure 4.23, the feature representations that combine the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature
show a similar trend, namely that the classification accuracy of the proposed system
does not degrade significantly until the facial images of the lowest intensity are
included in the scope of the classification. Additionally, combining the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature
with 𝐻𝑂𝐺 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 not only stabilizes the classification accuracy at the highest
two intensity levels, but also improves the classification accuracy of the new combined
feature (one is constructed of LOD and HOG feature, and the other LOD and
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature) based systems in general. The average performance difference
between the highest and lowest intensity levels is about 15% for all combined features
except when the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature was included, the difference is around 13%. The
lowest difference occurs when the LOD feature is included, which implies that a fused
feature that includes the 𝐿𝑂𝐷 feature can reduce the performance difference observed
between the highest and lowest intensity levels. In addition, it is revealed in Figure
4.23 that facial expression recognition using all these combined features at the lowest
intensity is significantly poorer than for classification carried out at higher intensity
levels, which then decreases the overall performance of the system and restricts its
usability.

4.4.7 Fusion of state-of-the-art texture features
To further investigate a search for the most suitable representation for the proposed
universal multi-view facial expression recognition system, the full combination of the
aforementioned texture descriptors (except the level of difference descriptor) is
examined on a pairwise basis to form a representation for the proposed recognition
problem. The texture features that are selected for this experiment can be extracted on
a real time basis which means a single extraction takes less than 33ms. Moreover, to
manage the memory requirement for this experiment, the total number of features
employed is restricted to 2,500, the number with which the maximum dimensionality
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that our system hardware (i.e. our system has a RAM of 16 GB) can stably operate,
for the combined feature representations. For different pairs of features, a specific ratio
is calculated which determines the number of features to select from each type of
feature. The ratio is calculated using Equation 4.2.

𝑛=

2500
𝑃

𝑤

4.2

where 𝑛 is the total number of features that need to be selected; 𝑃 is the summation of
classification accuracy for both original texture descriptors; 𝑤 is the original
classification accuracy of the features to be selected.

Figure 4.24: The classification accuracy for each pair of texture descriptors based on:
𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, 𝐻𝑂𝐺, 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 , and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 .
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As shown in Figure 4.24, the best classification accuracy for the proposed system is
achieved with the combined feature representation of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠 at
81.725%, followed by the combined feature representation block- based local binary
pattern and local ternary pattern at 81.2%. And it is seen that all the top three system
performances recorded are achieved when the local ternary pattern is fused in the
feature representation. Most combined representations have outperformed a feature
representation generated with a single texture descriptor, except local ternary patterns.
It is revealed in the experimental results that the local ternary pattern is more efficient
and informative in the description of the difference of six prototypic facial expressions.
When combined with other texture features, the overall performance is lower than
using 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 feature alone. It is also observed that combining the histogram of
oriented gradient feature with other features provides no improvement at all in terms
of classification accuracy for the proposed system setup. In addition, the overall
system performance slightly increases (by around 3%) when the combined
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠 feature is employed.

It is strongly indicated in Figure 4.25 that that surprise and happiness are classified
most accurately by the proposed universal facial expression recognition system while
fear is the most misclassified expression. Anger and sadness are misclassified with
each other substantially.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.25: The classification confusion matrix for the proposed facial expression
recognition system using feature representations of combinations of all pairs of texture
features: (a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 + 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 ; (b) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 + 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠 ; (c) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃 + 𝐻𝑂𝐺 ; (d)
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃+𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠; (e) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃+𝐻𝑂𝐺; (f) 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠+𝐻𝑂𝐺.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.26: The classification of six prototypic facial expressions with increased
number of intensity levels (lvl) using combined features: (a) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃+𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃; (b)
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃+𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠; (c) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃+𝐻𝑂𝐺 ; (d) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃+𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠; (e) 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃+𝐻𝑂𝐺 ; (f)
𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠+𝐻𝑂𝐺.
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It is demonstrated in Figure 4.26 that the classification accuracy for all proposed
system setups declines as the intensity of the facial expression decreases, which
confirms that facial expressions with lower intensity levels are difficult to classify in
general. It is seen that classification of expressions at the lowest intensity level is the
most difficult for the proposed system. The difference of classification accuracy in
terms of accuracy between the highest and lowest intensities is roughly grouped into
two parts. The combined features of 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑠, 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐻𝑂𝐺, and
𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 , show a difference of approximately 13% while this is
around 15% for the others. In addition, according to the experimental results, it can
also be concluded that the performance of the proposed system can be divided into
two parts: one without the lowest intensity level and the other including the lowest
intensity. For all combined features, the performance of the system across the highest
three intensity levels varies less than 2%, and is significantly better than the
recognition accuracy observed at the lowest intensity. The recognition accuracy
observed at the lowest intensity can be considered as a lower bound of performance
that a facial expression recognition system can achieve.

To sum up, the findings obtained by studying and analysing the experimental results
can be summarized as follows:

First, considering all the experimental results obtained using the BU-3DFE database
that is obtained in this series of experiments, it is strongly suggested that the blockbased local ternary pattern is the most efficient and effective texture feature for the
universal multi-view facial expression recognition among all other state-of-the-art
texture features that have been investigated in this study, and its performance is stable
and outperforms the combined feature representations constructed from state-of-theart texture descriptors, for universal multi-view facial expression recognition system
in terms of classification accuracy at 83.23% for 35 head poses across all different
intensity levels included in the database.
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Second, reviewing the results from the head pose perspective, it is observed that tilt
angle is the most significant factor that affects the classification accuracy. Especially,
a camera view that captures the input images from a position above the subject
dramatically increases the overall recognition difficulty for the proposed system. Also,
it is reflected in all the experimental results that the pan view of 0° is not the best pan
view for facial expression recognition, and the best recognition accuracy is often
observed at pan angle of ±15° or ±30° depending on the feature representation and
system configuration adopted. In addition, it is shown in the experiment results that
there is not a significant difference in universal recognition of facial expression
between a situation where performed from the left side and right side, which strongly
suggests that the facial expression is symmetrical with respect to the proposed system
in the universal classification task.

Third, it is found that the level of difference descriptor can be used as a supplement
when combined either with the histogram of oriented gradient feature and the blockbased local binary pattern feature, where the classification accuracies for the combined
feature is significantly improved to 72.75% and 77.15% for combination with 𝐻𝑂𝐺
and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 respectively when the same dimensionality of the feature
representation is employed. Especially, it should be noted that the performance which
the combined feature of LOD and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 has achieved is significantly better than
that reported in a similar study by Moore and Bowden [166] in which the combined
feature of multi-scale local binary pattern and local Gabor binary pattern is used to
devise a multi-view facial expression recognition system using the same database. The
total number of feature dimensions that are utilized in our study is about

1
72

of the

feature dimensionality of Moore and Bowden’s system, and the performance that the
LOD and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 based system has achieved in this study outperforms 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠
and local Gabor binary pattern based system by about 6% on a more difficult setup in
terms of numbers of views and facial expression intensities.
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Fourth, according to the experimental results obtained in the feature representation
fusion study, it is observed that not all combinations of features can be helpful in
improving the overall classification accuracy with a restricted length of feature
representation employing the F-score based feature selection strategy. An
inappropriate fusion can degrade the system performance as well. For example, the
𝐻𝑂𝐺 feature when used with 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑚𝑠 and 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑚𝑠 features reduces the overall
classification accuracy of the system.

Finally, it is revealed by the reported experiment results, in an exploration of the
intensity level’s influence over the classification accuracy, that the universal multiview facial expression recognition at the lowest level is the most challenging for all
proposed systems and degrades the overall performance and usability of a facial
expression recognition system dramatically. The performance difference between a
system with or without inclusion of the intensity level of 1 is large, which strongly
suggests that the facial expression classification at the lowest level (i.e. the onset phase
of an expression) can be used as an evaluation criterion for examining the performance,
robustness, and usability of a facial expression recognition system.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an exploration of the feature representation for universal multi-view
facial expression recognition using state-of-the-art local descriptors is conducted, and
the corresponding experimental results are thoroughly analysed and discussed in
relation to practical applications. Importantly, a novel level of difference descriptor is
also introduced as a supplement to use with other state-of-the-art texture features,
where a promising improvement of overall classification accuracy is observed.

In conclusion, with this comprehensive study, it is strongly suggested that adopting
the proposed combined feature, which is generated from the fusion of features
extracted by various local descriptors, might not always achieve a better classification
accuracy. Besides, the proposed novel LOD descriptor can be used as a supplement
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for local binary pattern and histogram of oriented gradient features to improve the
overall classification accuracy of a facial expression recognition system.

In the following Chapter 5, a novel categorization strategy for facial expressions is
proposed in order to extend the application of facial expression recognition into more
practical day-to-day scenarios.
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Chapter 5
Subcategories of facial expressions for practical
applications

This chapter reviews the fundamental theories of emotions and further explains the
key dimensions in the emotional space, and then proposes a set of novel categorization
methods for facial expressions to be used in the design of an automatic facial
expression recognition system. In addition, a series of experiments is reported which
inspect the influence, which the novel categorization brings to our universal multiview facial expression recognition system. A detailed presentation of experimental
results and analysis is also included at the end of this chapter.

Section 5.1 explains the general background and motivation of this study and Section
5.2 reviews the fundamental theories of emotions and affective spaces. In Section 5.3,
the methodology of developing a novel grouping of facial expressions is presented.
And Section 5.4 describes thoroughly a series of experiments that is conducted in this
study from experimental setups of our preliminary research to detailed analysis of the
experimental results. Finally, in Section 5.5, a brief summary of this chapter’s content
is presented.
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5.1 Introduction
As a “hot topic” within the computer vision and machine learning community, facial
expression analysis has been intensively studied in recent years. However, most of the
research and development of automatic facial expression recognition systems has been
conducted based on a fundamental acknowledgement that emotions are discrete, and,
thus, facial expressions reflect this. In the light of this fundamental understanding of
emotion and facial expression, many researchers in the field of computer vision and
pattern recognition [90], [25], [167], [168], [169] have attempted to classify facial
expressions automatically into one of the prototypic facial expression families,
consisting of expressions defining the emotions of anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise [12]. Other researchers [170], [171], [55], [102], [103], [28] have
employed the facial action coding system (FACS), which is generalized by Ekman and
Friesen [6], and devised an automated recognition method to analyse the facial actions
in various region of the face in an expressive facial image, and then classify the facial
expressions based on the protocol suggested by the facial action coding system.

Despite the significant progress in the automatization of facial expression analysis, the
practical applications of automatic facial expression recognition have advanced
considerably less than they otherwise might have due to some practical difficulties in
the application of such a technology. First of all, the spontaneous facial expressions
typically occurring in daily life are generally less pronounced than the “posed”
expressions that are usually captured in the laboratory [114]. This, as a result, brings
about substantial difficulty in recognizing facial expressions in practical application
scenarios (see also our previous findings reported in Chapter 3 and 4, that recognizing
facial expressions at low intensity level is challenging in general and restricts the
general usability and robustness of a facial expression recognition system). Secondly,
there is a deficiency in the standardized facial expression data for devising practical
and universal facial expression recognition system. Data availability is one of the most
influential factors that affects a recognition solution because recognitions system is
built based on these exploratory data collected at first hand. Facial expression data
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collected in laboratory conditions or synthetic facial expression data theoretically
would lead to a suboptimal solution. Finally, a more generic and cohesive
categorization of facial expressions is demanded for fuzzy classification of facial
expressions in practical scenarios. In practice, there are not only the seven facial
expressions specified above, thus forcing recognition of expressions into one of those
prototypic facial expressions might not always be feasible or desirable on all occasions.
Moreover, in some application scenarios, an improvement might be available if the
targeted expressions can be re-categorized into groups and described in a generic
dimension (perhaps on an application-related basis) rather than classifying them into
one of those pre- specified categories.

The aforementioned issues have motivated us to devise a novel strategy for recategorization of facial expressions for practical applications in this study. The topic
of “how emotions are perceived by a human observer” is controversial [172], [173],
[174], [175]. After many years of debate, psychologists have not yet come to an
agreement. Russell [21] suggested that the illusion of emotion is rather more discrete
than interconnected as a result of experimental setup and methodology adopted in
psychological research, and in a self-reported psychological study, they established a
two-dimensional circumplex model of emotion. Their model has enabled us to
understand the relation between various emotions, and provides us with a theoretical
basis for regrouping of emotions, and so do corresponding facial expressions. More
specifically, in the light of two prominent dimensions in the model of emotion, novel
categorizations of facial expressions for practical scenarios can be derived to facilitate
the introduction of facial expression recognition into applications, such as the design
of affective human-machine interaction [176], [177], artificial intelligence in
education (AIED) [178], affective design for user-centred system personalization
[107], and other social psychology research.

This chapter thoroughly reviews of the theoretical background of our proposed
approach for categorization of facial expressions, and systematically explains our
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proposed categorization scheme, and preliminarily verify the performance of our
novel categorization on two multi-view facial expression databases.

5.2 Concepts of emotion
5.2.1 Theories of structural perception of emotions and
facial expressions
Although, since Charles Darwin’s [3] initial exploratory study of facial expression in
1872, psychologists have put great effort into understanding and depicting what
emotion is, how many affective states there are, how are they perceived, and what is
the relation among individual emotions, they have not yet come to an agreement on
these issues. Generally, there are three fundamental but antithetical concepts of
emotion, which have helped explain the interrelation among diverse emotional states.
One proposition suggests that emotional states are discrete and independent, and a set
of monopolar emotional states forms a complete cognitive recognition of emotion
[172], [179], [180]. Alternatively, the other proposition assumes that emotions are
interrelated and can be described in certain general dimensions. Theorists have
proposed different configurations of multi-dimensional space to describe affective
states and their position in emotional space [21], [181], [182]. The third and last
important concept is appraisal theory, which suggests that before an emotion is
signified, an appraisal of sequential events with respect to a person’s concerns is
carried out in the brain, and then based on the evaluation, a specific stimulus inside
the brain and body is triggered to make affective related changes [183], [184], [185],
[186], [187]. Appraisal theory helps us to understand the cognitive mechanism and
origin of emotional states, but it does not assist us in describing the relation between
emotional states.

All of these concepts have helped us to understand emotion. However, as our research
objective is to re-cluster emotional states, which involves an analysis of the
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interrelation of emotional states, discrete emotional theory apparently fails to fulfil our
requirement, and appraisal theory does not enable us to distinguish and organize the
emotional states. These points make multi-dimensional emotional states theory the
most appropriate theoretical foundation for our research. In the following section, a
thoroughly review configurations of multi-dimensional scaling of emotional states is
presented.

5.2.2 Multi-dimensional space of affective states
Most of the current research on multi-dimensional space representation of emotion
adopts multi-dimensional scaling [188], which is an ordination technique for revealing
the correlation of individual data in a dataset through locating each data point in Ndimensional space, and factor analysis. With this technique, emotion theorists have
proposed several configurations of emotion space.

Frois Wittman [189] was one of the pioneers to contribute the first studies describing
the correlation among various facial expressions. Woodworth [181] introduced a scale
of six steps to identify facial expression, including: (1) love, happiness, mirth; (2)
surprise; (3) fear, suffering; (4) anger, determination; (5) disgust; (6) contempt; (7)
scattering. Schlosberg [190] adapted Woodworth’s categories, and observed two
dimensions of emotions: pleasantness versus unpleasantness and attention versus
rejection, and found that the geometric emotion model was in a circular fashion as
illustrated in Figure 5.1. Following their previous work, they validate the circular 2dimensional model of facial expression using Woodworth’s scale judgement of facial
expression pictures. In 1954, they introduced a third dimension, the level of activation,
into their model [182] as illustrated in Figure 5.2. In self-reported research of similarity
analysis of facial expression, Abelson and Sermat [191] also presented emotions in a
2-dimensional representation of facial expression, with one dimension indicating
pleasant-unpleasant and the other describing tension-sleep.
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Figure 5.1: Six scales of emotions depicted in a circular fashion (taken from [181]).

Figure 5.2: The third dimension of facial expression (taken from [182]).
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Russell [8] contributes another advance in describing facial expression in general
dimensions. He introduced a model of eight concepts in a circular manner in a 2dimensional space as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Eight affect concepts in a circular model (taken from [8]).

Figure 5.4: Visualized 28 affective states in the circumplex affective model (taken
from [8]).
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In a psychological experiment, he pinned down 28 affective states including basic
emotions in the circumplex emotional axes system as shown in Figure 5.4, and he
further specified that the horizontal axis indicate the intensity of pleasant to the right
extreme and the intensity of “un-pleasant” to the left extreme, while the vertical axis’
upper extreme represents level of arousal.

Figure 5.5: Prototypic emotional states fall in the semantic affective model suggested
by Barret and Russell (taken from [21]).

Barrett and Russell [21], [192] integrate various structures of emotion, and postulate
the semantic structure of core affects, which they describe in the emotional space with
2 prominent dimensions (level of pleasantness and level of activation) and a set of core
affects, as shown in Figure 5.5. They revised the y-axis of the affective model as the
degree of arousal, which reflects the bodily effect of emotional stimulus. In the new
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configuration, the prototypic emotions are located in a circular fashion in the model
with other prominent affects in the continuous pleasant and arousal orthogonal plane.
This model also has suggested that emotions falling closely together in the affective
model indicate a strong inter-relation and high similarity, and vice versa.

This conceptual continuous geometric emotional model has enabled us to understand
the correlation and similarity of these affective states and provides a theoretical
foundation for re-categorized emotional states, so as to group facial expressions
further for practical applications.

5.3 Re-categorization of facial expressions for
practical application
Although many automatic facial expression recognition systems have been developed
and introduced, most of them attempt to classify facial expression into basic prototypic
emotions. However, a recognition scheme that does not take into account the specific
application scenario, would certainly restrict its performance, robustness, and validity,
and even in some cases cause a system failure. For example, without considering the
illumination condition of the application scene, a facial expression recognition
system’s robustness would be highly affected; without considering desired facial
expressions to identify, a facial expression system’s performance would be suboptimal
compared to optimized counterparts. In this section, a variety of novel categorization
schemes of facial expressions based on the circumplex model of emotion is presented
to serve a broad range of applications with different purposes.
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5.3.1 Grouping with respect to the degree of pleasantness
(Valence)
The idea of positive and negative emotions has existed for a long time. Not only does
it exert an impact on one’s behaviour but also affect other individuals’ attitude and
performance in a group. As an influential and prominent dimension of emotion, many
researchers have approached it differently but the idea behind it is the same, which is
to evaluate the emotions’ personal and social impact. Based on Barrett and Russell’s
conceptual theory of emotion [21], we further group the prototypic facial expressions
with respect to their position in the circumplex affective model along the x-axis which
indicates the unpleasantness-pleasantness dimension of facial expressions. Although
grouping with respect to y-axis which is the dimension of activation is also a promising
research direction, taking consideration of time requirement for the experiment, it is
not explored in this study.

Balanced grouping: This grouping method re-categorizes emotions into three groups
comprising positive affect, negative affect and surprise. According to the circumplex
affective model [8], the y-axis separates positive and negative emotions. Positive
emotions are those emotions with a projection to the positive segment on the x-axis,
while negative emotions are emotions which project negatively on to the x-axis. As
illustrated in Figure 5.6, the yellow area represents the negative category, and the pink
area implies the positive category. It is obvious that emotions such as upset, stressed,
depressed, anger, disgust, and sadness fall into the negative section of the x-axis, and
happiness, contented, relaxed, and excited positions in the right section of x-axis.
Surprise, with a projection at the origin on the x-axis, indicates that surprise as an
emotion is neither positive nor negative, which therefore makes surprise a unique
emotion category. And all other facial expressions that do not belong to either the
positive or negative group are also categorized into the same group with surprise, such
as neutral, to construct another expression category. The grey area shown in Figure
5.6 illustrates this category of other expressions. The term ‘balanced’ indicates that
this configuration of categorization retains both a positive category and a negative
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category, in contrast to a positive-only grouping and negative-only grouping. An
example of an application scenario of this categorization is an automatic user
experience feedback collection system that collects both positive and negative
feedback.

Figure 5.6: The positive affect, negative affect, and surprise.

Positive only grouping: this recognizes only positive emotions. Emotions are divided
into two groups, positive emotions and other emotions. A facial expression recognition
system that is configured with this kind of categorization only recognizes positive
emotions, and all other emotions are assigned into the same group. As illustrated in
Figure 5.6, only emotions from the pink area or with a projection to the positive section
of the x-axis, such as happiness, contented, relaxed, calm, etc., are recognized by the
system, while emotions from the grey area and yellow area are regarded as the same.
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For example, a happiness facial expression will be recognized by the system as the
positive category, and surprise is recognized as the “other expression” category.

Negative only grouping: in contrast to the positive grouping, a system that adopts a
negative grouping categorization only recognizes negative emotions, and other
emotions are, regardless of their differences, sorted into the same group. The yellow
area in Figure 5.6 illustrates the negative category of this categorization, and the pink
and grey areas make up the other emotion category. This configuration of
categorization is suitable for adoption in practical scenarios where a user’s negative
emotion is of principal interest to the system or system administrator. For example, in
the design of an elderly care home staff management system, negative emotions are
of great interest to care home staff. Once negative emotions are detected by the system,
the exact video clip can be immediately forwarded to an administrator for further
inspection. In this case, the detection of the facial expression serves as initiation/alarm
step of a complete staff intervention process.

5.3.2 2-dimensional bipolar analysis and grouping of
emotions and facial expressions
The latest work reported by Yik, Russell and Barrett [193] has organized and
summarized the previous descriptive two-dimensional affective model proposed by
Russell [21], Watson & Tellegen [194], Larsen & Diener [195], and Thayer [196], and
they found a consensus on the prominent dimensions of affective space. These models
share the same concept that emotion space can be constructed in two dimensions,
where one dimension is the degree of pleasantness and one other dimension. Although
they did not adopt the same criterion to describe the second dimension in the space,
the concept behind it is similar, in that they adopt the “pleasant” dimension to depict
feelings of that emotion and adapt the second dimension to illustrate the consequence
that the particular affect induces [26]. These chosen dimensions divide the entire
emotional space into four quarters and each of them represents emotions with similar
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feeling and impact, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. For example, Watson and Tellegen
[194] generalize these four quarters of emotions as high negative affect, high positive
affect, low positive affect and low negative affect. Russell integrated another two
dimensions, the distress-relaxation dimension and excitement-depression dimension,
into the model.

Figure 5.7: Four descriptive models of core affect summarized, [8], [21], [194], [195],
[193], [196].

Quadrant grouping of emotions re-categorizes emotions with respect to both degrees
of pleasantness and degree of arousal, and re-categorizes emotions into four groups or
five groups including the generalised “other expression” group. Basically, emotion
positions in the same quadrant of the orthogonal axis system are grouped into the same
category. An illustration of quadrant grouping based on the circumplex affective
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model [21] established by Barret and Russell is presented in Figure 5.8. Four areas
highlighted in different colours demonstrate four categories of emotions consisting of
high positive affect, low positive affect, high negative affect and low negative affect.
For example, disgust, anger, fear, upset and nervous are grouped into high negative
affect category while excited, elated, and happiness are sorted into high positive
category. Other facial expressions including surprise and neutral, are categorized into
the same group named ‘other group’ which constitutes the fifth group of quadrant
grouping.

Figure 5.8: Quadrant grouping of facial expressions and emotions.

5.4 Experimental setup and results analysis:
In this section, the experimental setup of a series of preliminary experiments
conducted to explore the performance and robustness of these novel configurations of
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categorization of facial expressions in the application of a universal multi-view facial
expression recognition is elaborated using our proposed 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based approach with
respect to a combination of viewpoint changes and variation of intensity levels. The
detailed information about the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃-based facial expression recognition system was
described in Chapter 4. In this study, the local ternary pattern operator with an
operating scale of 4 and tolerance threshold of 10 is utilized.

5.4.1 Data preparation and pre-processing
In order to make this experiment’s results comparable with the previous experimental
results, the same dataset that is simulated from BU-3DFE database and utilized in
previous experiments is also adopted in this study. The complete information about
the BU-3DFE database is presented in Chapter 3. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the
dataset adopted in this study.

Total number of images

84,000

Tilt angles

-30º, -15º, 0º, 15º, 30º

Pan angles

-45º, -30º, -15º, 0º, 15º, 30º, 45º

Facial expressions

Six basic expressions

Intensity Levels

1, 2, 3, 4

Subjects

100

Table 5.1Summary of the dataset generated for this study based BU-3DFE database.

5.4.2 Re-categorization of facial expression in practice
Since the BU-3DFE database only contains the prototypic facial expressions including
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise, our preliminary experiments
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will re-categorize these six basic facial expressions, and evaluate the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃 based
system’s performance with the new categorization under different variation of views
and intensity levels of facial expression.

Balanced grouping of facial expression and emotion: according to the six basic
emotional states’ positions in the Russell’s circumplex emotional model [8], their
corresponding facial expressions are re-categorized into three groups as illustrated in
the following Figure 5.9. Anger, disgust, fear and sadness were grouped into the
negative category while happiness and surprise were grouped into the positive
category. Other expressions such as surprise are sorted into the “other expression”
category. As a result of balanced grouping, the number of classes involved in the
classification process reduces to three.

Positive, Negative and Other
Negative
Anger

Fear

Positive

Other

Happiness

Surprise

Disgust

Sadness

Figure 5.9: Balanced grouping of facial expressions and emotions.

Positive only grouping: re-categorizes all other facial expressions, comprising anger,
disgust, surprise, fear, and sadness, into the same group besides happiness, as
illustrated in Figure 5.10. Regardless of which basic emotion class the image belongs
to, as long as the image does not represent happiness, it is assigned to the “other”
category. In other words, the system recognizes the facial expression of happiness
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only. With this configuration, only positive expressions from the application scenario
will be collected.

Positive Only Grouping
Other

Positive
Anger

Disgust

Fear

Sadness

Surprise

Happiness

Figure 5.10: Positive only grouping.

Negative only grouping: negative grouping of facial expression targets to recognize
all negative facial expressions including anger, disgust, fear and sadness. Facial
expressions other than negative facial expressions are considered to be from the same
group. An illustration of the negative grouping is given in Figure 5.11. Only negative
expressions in the scene are captured by the system, and all other expressions are
ignored. The benefit of negative only grouping is that the complexity of classification
is reduced to two.

Negative Only Grouping
Negative
Anger

Disgust

Fear

Sadness

Other

Happiness

Surprise

Figure 5.11: Negative only grouping
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Quadrant grouping of facial expressions: in practice, six basic facial expressions
are divided into four groups, including high positive group, high negative group, low
negative group, and surprise. The low positive category is excluded from our
experimental setup because none of the prototypic facial expression is from the low
positive facial expression category and the majority of available facial expression
databases consist of only seven prototypic facial expressions. The group of other
expressions is added because surprise does not belong to any quarter of the orthogonal
axis system. As illustrated in Figure 5.12, the facial expressions of anger, fear and
disgust form the high negative class, and facial expressions of happiness, sadness and
surprise form the high positive, low negative, and “other” classes respectively.

Quadrant Grouping
HN

HP

LN

Other

Anger
Fear

Happiness

Sadness

Surprise

Disgust

Figure 5.12: Quadrant grouping of facial expression, HN represents the high negative
category, HP refers to the high positive category, and LN is the low negative category.

5.4.3 Experimental results and analysis
To evaluate the performance and robustness of these new categorizations of facial
expressions, several experiments for each configuration are therefore conducted,
including experiments to verify the impact which pan and tilt angle changes exert on
recognition accuracy, and experiments to examine the recognition accuracy with
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respect to various intensity levels of facial expressions, and in the end take into account
of both factors. It should be pointed out that the classification accuracy obtained in
this section should not be compared with experimental results presented in previous
chapters since they adopt different categorization scheme.

5.4.3.1 Balanced grouping
The overall performance which the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃-based system achieved was 93.81% in
terms of classfication accuracy, as tabulated in Table 5.2. The experimental result has
implied that the new categorization provides a good generalization within the same
new categories and reasonable separation between different new categoires, and as a
result, significantly reduces the overall classification difficulty of the system.

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

Overall

Accuracy

93.81%

Table 5.2: The overall system performance when adopting the balanced grouping of
facial expressions.

Generally, as shown in Figure 5.13, the overall performance of the system gradually
degrades with respect to the total number of intensity levels the proposed system can
cope with, which is similar to the trend seen with the original prototypical facial
expression categorization. The highest classification accuracy the system operates at
is 96.56%, which is about 8% higher than the performance observed at the intensity
level 1. Compared with the original grouping of six facial expressions, the system’s
operating performance at the lowest and highest levels has increased by around 13%
and 10% respectively.
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Figure 5.13: The system’s operating performance with increasing numbers of intensity
levels.

As shown in the classification confusion matrix, which is demonstrated in Figure 5.14,
the negative facial expression group is classified with the highest accuracy while facial
expressions that belong to the positive group are classified the worst with 85.57%
accuracy. In order to interpret the result, the original confusion matrix of the system
with the original prototypical facial expression categorization is also studied, as was
shown in Figure 3.21, and it is observed that with the original categorizations, the
primary factor that affects the classification accuracy of negative expression including
anger, disgust, fear and sadness, is that they are to a great extent confused within each
other. Therefore, sorting these negative expressions into the same category increases
the system performance substantially. On the other hand, the confusion of happiness
and surprise against other negative expressions accumulates to the same category, and
thus the classification accuracy of these two categories decreases compared to their
performance with the original categorization. The expressions of the positive category
and “other” are misclassified as negative by 13.87% and 9.18% respectively.
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Figure 5.14: The classification confusion matrix of the system after adopting balanced
grouping.

Figure 5.15 reflects the system’s operating performance at 35 different views. It is
shown in the Figure that the classification accuracy when the system is operating at
tilt angle of 0° and 15° is similar, and a negative tilt angle contributes a greater
degradation over the classification accuracy of the system. Compared with the original
performance of the system using the prototypic facial expression categorization, the
balanced categorization has delivered a performance at the tilt angle of 0° and 30°
with an average classification accuracy of 95.61% and 90.88%, which is 7% and 16%
higher than the original system respectively. The best classification accuracy of the
system is observed at tilt angle of 0° and pan angle of −30°, and the worst is observed
at tilt angle of −30° and pan angle of −45°. By studying Figure 5.15 and Figure 3.22
(b), it is obvious that the overall performance at each recognition view has been
substantially improved, and so does the usability of the system.
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Figure 5.15: The classification accuracy of the system at different views using the
balanced grouping of facial expressions.

5.4.3.2 Positive only grouping

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

Overall

Accuracy

96.15%

Table 5.3: The overall performance of the system after adopting the positive only
grouping of facial expressions.

As shown in Table 5.3, the system with the positive only grouping of facial
expressions yields a classification accuracy of 96.15%. This result implies that the
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positive expression category is easily distinguishable from other expressions, and can
be recognized by the system with high accuracy.

Figure 5.16: The system’s operating performance with increasing numbers of intensity
levels using positive only grouping.

It is demonstrated in Figure 5.16 that the classification accuracy the system is
operating at decreases with respect to the number of intensity levels the system can
recognize. The difference in performance at the highest and lowest intensity levels is
around 5%. The recognition accuracy at the lowest intensity level is 92.83%. Also, as
shown in the Figure 5.16, the overall performance of the system degrades no more
than 1% at above 97% until recognition of facial expression images of the lowest
intensity level are included in the test, which, again, indicates that the recognition at
lowest intensity level is still the most influential factor for the overall performance of
the system. By studying the classification confusion matrix of the system (as shown
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in Figure 5.17), it is observed that facial expressions of the positive category are
recognized less well than those of “other” category, by around 14%.

Figure 5.17: The classification confusion matrix of the system after adopting positive
grouping.

Figure 5.18: The classification accuracy of the system operating at different views
using the positive only grouping of facial expressions.
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After adopting the positive only grouping of facial expressions, the best performance
of the system is observed at a frontal view, with classification accuracy of 97.84%,
while the worst performance is again seen at tilt angle of 30° and pan angle of −45°
with classification accuracy of 93.18%. The negative tilt angle remains the most
significant factor to affect the system performance because the classification accuracy
the system yields at −30° is about 1% lower than it produces at 30°. The general
fluctuation of the system’s performance with respect to the variation of views is
presented in Figure 5.18.

5.4.3.3 Negative only grouping

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

Overall

Accuracy

90.38%

Table 5.4: The overall performance of the system after the negative only grouping of
facial expressions is applied.

As tabulated in Table 5.4, the overall performance of the system with the negative
only grouping of facial expressions is 90.38%. By inspecting the system’s
performance with respect to intensity levels, as illustrated in Figure 5.19, it is observed
again that the system’s performance is generally stable around a classification
accuracy of 93% unitl recognition of facial expressions at the lowest intensity level
are included. The classification accuracy at the lowest intensity level is 84.58%, which
is about 8% lower than the averaged recognition rate observed without inclusion of
the lowest intensity.
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Figure 5.19: The system’s operating performance with increasing numbers of intensity
levels using negative only grouping.

Figure 5.20: The classification confusion matrix when the negative only grouping is
applied in the univerl multi-view facial expression reocngition system.

It is shown in Figure 5.20 that facial expressions of the negative category are
misclassified by 5.8% while the “other” category is misclassified as the negative
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category by 17.2%. Facial expressions of the negative category are generally classified
better than the “other” category.

Figure 5.21: The classification accuracy of the system operating at different views
using the negative only grouping of facial expressions.

By studying Figure 5.21, it can be observed that the overall performance of the system
with respect to the pan angle is approximately symmetrical because the average
recongtion accuracy from positive and negative sections of pan angle is nearly the
same. The worst performace of the system is observed at tilt angle of −30° and pan
angle of −45° at 83.1%, while the best performance is observed at a frontal view at
93.2%, which is about 10% higher that the worst performance view. Interestingly, the
average performance of views at pan angle of ±15° is about 1% higher than that of
pan angle 0°, which suggested that pan angle of 0° is not the optimal for facial
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expression recognition. The negative tilt angles are again observed to affect the
system’s performance to a greater extent than postive tilt angles.

5.4.3.4 Quadrant grouping

𝑩𝑩𝑳𝑻𝑷

Overall

Accuracy

86.16%

Table 5.5: The overall performance of the system after the quadrant grouping of facial
expressions is applied.

Figure 5.22: The system’s operating performance with increasing numbers of intensity
levels after quadrant only grouping is applied.
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The overall performance of the system after adopting the quadrant grouping of facial
expression as tabulated in Table 5.5, and is 86.16%. By studying the performance of
the system operating at different intensity levels of facial expression, which is
illustrated in Figure 5.22, it can be observed again that the system’s performance drops
as the intensity level of facial expression that the system is required to process lowers.
It is also observed that recognition of facial expression at the lowest intensity is most
difficult with a recognition accuracy of 79.87%, which is about 10% lower than the
recognition rate observed at the highest intensity level alone. As a result, once
recognition of facial expression at the lowest intensity is included in the testing, the
overall performance was degraded by slightly over 2%.

Figure 5.23: The classification confusion matrix when the quadrant grouping is
applied. HN, HP, and LN represent the high negative category, high positive category,
and low negative category respectively.

As shown in Figure 5.23, facial expressions of the high positive category and “other”
category are recongized with over 90% accuracy while low negative expressions are
classified the worst with a recognition rate of 66.9%, which is about 24% lower than
the recognition rate of the “other” category. As suggested by the classificaton
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confusion matrix of the originial prototypic facial expression categorization, which is
shown in Figure 3.21, the separation between performance for high negative
expression and low negative expression is extremely poor as sadness is misclassified
with high negative expressions including anger, disgust and fear to a large extent. As
a result, the misclassification rate between low negative and high negative expressions
is high.

Figure 5.24: The classification accuracy of the system operating at different views
using the quadrant grouping of facial expressions.

As shown in Figure 5.24, with the quadrant grouping of facial expressions, the view
with the highest recognition rate is observed at tilt angle of 0° and pan angle of 30°
with classification accuracy of 91.19%, while the worst view for facial expression
recognition is again observed at tilt angle of −30° and pan angle of −45° with
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recognition rate of 75.97%. By calcuating the average performance of the system with
respect to pan angles, it is discovered that recognition rate at both pan angle of ±15°
and ±30° outperforms the pan angle of 0° by 2%, and recognition from negative and
positive pan angles is almost the same. By inspecting the system’s performance with
respect to tilt angle, a near bell-shape performance curve is seen, which peaks at tilt
angle of 0° with a sharp increasing upward slope on the left climbing section and a
smoother downward slope on the right, which again implies that negative tilt angle has
a stronger influence over the performance of the system.

In conclusion, according to the experimental results obtained from this series of
preliminary experiments of these novel categorizations of the facial expressions, it can
be summarized that employing the novel categorization of facial expressions can
generally improve the classification accuracy of our proposed facial expression
recognition system, and for some categorizations, including the balanced grouping,
positive only grouping, and negative only grouping, the overall performance of the
system is significantly improved as the original confused negative expressions such as
anger, disgust, fear, and sadness are sorted into the same category. The new
categorizations offer a novel, generic, and broader perspective to interpret a subject’s
facial expressions with respect to the prominent dimensions in the affective space and
extend the application of facial expression recognition into more practical application
scenarios.

5.5 Conclusion
Starting from a review of the theory of emotion, in this chapter, a preliminary study of
categorization of facial expressions for practical applications is presented. Based on
the circumplex affective model of emotion, four different groupings of facial
expression are presented, including balanced grouping, positive only grouping,
negative only grouping, and quadrant grouping. In addition, a series of experiments
are also carried out to evaluate the performance of the 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝑇𝑃-based universal multi-
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view facial expression recognition system with these novel categorizations, where
promising results have been observed.

The next Chapter, Chapter 6, will briefly summarize the contents of the thesis and
highlight the most significant experimental results and findings observed in this
complete study, and finally concludes the thesis by outlining some important possible
future research directions.
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Chapter 6
Summary, final conclusions, and suggestions for
future work

This chapter revisits and reviews all the work that is included in this thesis, and then
restates the key contributions of this thesis to the research field. By way of a conclusion
to the work reported, it finally summarizes some limitations in this work and, at the
same time, highlights some promising potential future research directions in relevant
areas.

Section 7.1 presents a general summary of the work that has been reported in this
thesis, and restates the key contributions of this thesis to the related research field.
Section 7.2 outlines the potential directions for future research.
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6.1 Key achievements and concluding remarks
Real time automatic recognition of facial expressions in unconstrained environments
is a challenging research area due to a variety of limitations and issues introduced both
by the characteristics of the subject of interest and the operational environment in
unconstrained application scenarios. The problems often encountered include less
pronounced facial expressions, illumination conditions, large head pose variations,
occlusions, accessories inclusion, multiple subject recognition problems, impractical
categorizations of facial expressions. Issues such as these have influenced achievable
classification accuracy, usability, and robustness of an automatic facial expression
recognition system in practical scenarios, and restrict the potential for further
applications of automatic facial expression recognition technology in broader areas.

The work reported in this thesis has aimed to resolve some of these aforementioned
issues that are raised when deploying an automatic facial expression recognition
system in less constrained or unconstrained environments. Through an extensive series
of investigations, the reported study has presented several solutions to address three
fundamental issues, specifically: large pose variations, less pronounced facial
expressions, and impractical categorizations of facial expressions reflecting emotion.

First, an in-house multi-view facial expression database has been designed and
collected to allow us to conduct a detailed research study of the effect of out-of-plane
pose angles on the performance of a multi-view facial expression recognition system.
This novel database includes several factors that give it a correspondence to common
“real life” data, such as accessory inclusions, light shadows on the face, and covering
different ethnic groups, while it also contains the whole range of prototypic facial
expressions collected from 7 pan views. This database makes possible research to
conduct a preliminary investigation of the robustness and general performance of a
proposed facial expression recognition system using what is, effectively, a practical
dataset.
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Second, in order to address the important issues, which arise, especially the large head
pose variations presented in practical scenarios and less pronounced facial expressions
in spontaneous facial expressions, a thorough investigation of an appropriate texture
feature representation is conducted. Through a series of experiments under a new
proposed system framework for multi-view facial expression recognition, we have
observed the potential application of the local ternary pattern in describing facial
expressions with large head pose variations. Through extending the original local
ternary pattern to extract features from any radius, it is revealed that the local ternary
pattern descriptor can be deployed effectively and efficiently to describe facial
expressions acquired from a range of views and under a variety of intensities of facial
expressions. With an empirically selected scale and threshold of a block based local
ternary pattern operator, we have devised a multi-view facial expression recognition
system which significantly outperforms state-of-the-art facial expression recognition
systems across three different databases, including the BU-3DFE database, the CK+
database, and the JAFFE database. The proposed system was also tested on the
specially acquired in-house multi-view facial expression recognition database, which
is a more practical database with various accessory inclusions, where excellent
performance is also reported. To sum up, the proposed system has achieved pose
invariant facial expression recognition at 35 different views ranging from −45° to 45°
pan views and −30° to 30° tilt angles under 4 different intensities of facial
expressions, including the least pronounced facial expression which are found in the
BU-3DFE database.

Third, through a thorough investigation of the fusion of various texture features in
order to seek a better feature representation for multi-view facial expression
recognition system, a deficiency associated with some texture features is revealed.
Specifically, it has been shown that some texture descriptors are weak in describing
the general intensities of the image, such as the local binary pattern operator and the
histogram of oriented gradient operator as discovered in this study. Therefore, the level
of difference descriptor is introduced as a supplement for this category of texture
descriptors to construct a better feature representation for a multi-view facial
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expression recognition system under the proposed system framework. Through a
series of experiments, it has been observed that the level of difference descriptor can
significantly improve the performance of the local binary pattern and histogram of
oriented gradient based feature representations. Especially,

state-of-the-art

performance has been achieved using the combined feature of the local binary pattern
and the level of difference feature-based multi-view facial expression recognition
system, which significantly outperforms the combined feature of a local Gabor binary
pattern and the local binary pattern-based system with a similar setup on the BU-3DFE
database in terms of classification accuracy, with a much more compact feature
representation. In fact, the aforementioned system used a feature dimensionality of
181,248 features. The proposed system reduces this by about a factor of 72.

Fourth, to provide a more feasible facial expression categorization for practical
applications, a preliminary exploration of novel categorizations of facial expression in
the prominent dimensions of affective space is presented in this thesis. Adopting the
spatial theory of facial expression of emotions, a range of novel categorization
schemes of facial expression of emotions are presented to fulfil different applicationoriented requirements and facilitate the design of an automatic facial expression
recognition system in practical application scenarios. These novel categorizations
provide a cohesive and broader perspective of a subject’s emotional state.
Implementation of some preliminary experiments using the proposed novel
categorizations in the proposed system framework using the block based local ternary
patterns has shown that these categorizations can offer a significant improvement on
the performance of a multi-view facial expression recognition system.

In summary, in this thesis, a number of important issues relating to the practical
application of facial expression recognition have been addressed, including large head
pose variations and less pronounced facial expressions using novel and combined
texture feature representations under the proposed system framework. In addition, a
range of novel categorization schemes has been proposed to offer a broader
perspective on the application of such a technology in practical scenarios.
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This chapter has briefly summarised again the research problems which the study
reported in this thesis has aimed to resolve, and has then revisited the primary
achievements accomplished within the study described. Finally, it has highlighted the
key contributions of this study. Following the general overview of the thesis, a brief
analysis of the limitations of the work reported in this thesis and an outline of research
directions for future studies in some important relevant search areas have been
presented by way of a conclusion.

6.2 Future work
Although this thesis has described several solutions, which can be effective in
resolving these issues, arising from less constrained or unconstrained environments,
there still are some challenges and problems that need to be thoroughly investigated
further in the future. This leads to the observation that the following two specific
limitation of the work should be address as a high priority in the future.

 First, although, in this thesis, an in-house multi-view facial expression
database with 7 views and 6 prototypic facial expressions has been presented,
comparing this with the more comprehensive and more widely adopted
databases described, it cannot offer the same amount of data as those
synthesized facial expressions dataset reconstructing from a 3D facial database.
Therefore, a more comprehensive and thorough facial expression database
would be valuable for both researching and evaluating facial expression
recognition system in real life application scenarios.

 Second, more practical categorization schemes of facial expressions are
required for applications of facial expression in a wider variety of practical
scenarios. In this thesis, a range of categorization schemes have been presented
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to provide a broader perspective for analyzing and applying facial expression
recognition technology in practical scenarios, but comparing to the numbers of
potential application scenarios, these categorization schemes are far less than
sufficient to meet all the requirements for emotional experience and
behavioral-related research studies.
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